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OUR VALUE PROPOSITION TO OUR STUDENTS AND THE COMMUNITY

Victoria University (VU) aims to be a great university of the 21st century by being inclusive rather than exclusive. We will provide exceptional value to our diverse community of students by guiding them to achieve their career aspirations through personalised, flexible, well-supported and industry relevant learning opportunities. Achievement will be demonstrated by our students’ and graduates’ employability and entrepreneurship.

The applied and translational research conducted by our staff and students will enhance social and economic outcomes in our heartland communities of the West of Melbourne and beyond. Our graduates as employees and citizens will shape the industries in which they work and communities where they live. Healthier, smarter and more sustainable communities will result.
A MESSAGE FROM THE CHANCELLOR

As Chancellor of Victoria University, I always feel privileged to preside at Graduations and to witness the enormous pride that our graduates take in their achievements. It is a pride that is shared by family and friends and by all VU staff and Council members. Your success in completing your course of study gives us great satisfaction.

As your graduation day is a significant milestone, it is important to me and the entire University community that each ceremony highlights the rich and genuine diversity of our University. We work hard to ensure that our ceremonies are friendly, inviting and engaging and that we honour the celebratory nature of the occasion. It is the VU way of doing things and those outside the VU community who attend our ceremonies never fail to comment on what an uplifting experience it is.

During your time with us, we have equipped you with the knowledge and skills required to thrive in a 21st century community. You now have the capacity to learn, adapt, and be flexible. You have shown an ability to set goals and achieve them. Throughout your study we have strived to give you an education which includes an understanding of the real world of work and an appreciation of the society in which we live. We are now sending you in the world to make a difference.

As a University we seek not only to provide you with a first class education but it is important to us that we strengthen the communities from which you come, and in many cases, to which you will return. Through you, and through the impact of our research on real world issues, we are improving our community, both locally and globally.

To each of our graduates – I urge you to enjoy your graduation day. Reflect on all that you have accomplished so far and on the many experiences still to come. Take a moment to think about what your time at VU has meant to you.

Please stay connected through our extensive Alumni network. You are now a member of our community and, as with all our students you will always be important to us.

Congratulations and very best wishes for an exciting and successful future.

Mr George Pappas AO
Chancellor
A MESSAGE FROM
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
AND PRESIDENT

Welcome, and my heartfelt congratulations to all graduands at this important ceremony. As the Vice-Chancellor and President of Victoria University, I am honoured to celebrate your achievements with you in 2017. I would also like to extend a warm welcome to your family and friends who are sharing this special day with you.

In graduating from VU you are now alumni of a modern university which is among the world’s best. While we remain the only tertiary institution based in the west of Melbourne we have a growing international reputation. In 2016 we were ranked in the top 2% of universities worldwide and earlier this year we were ranked number 56 in the Times Higher Education World University Rankings for universities less than 50 years old. More recently we debuted number 55 in the inaugural Asia-Pacific University Rankings.

This recognition for your university enhances the value of the qualification you have worked so hard to earn. It will assist you as you forge your career and enable you to say with pride that you are a graduate of Victoria University.

I join the Chancellor in encouraging you to remain connected to the University as part of our ever growing Alumni community and I look forward to hearing more from you as you embrace your chance to join them as valued ambassadors of our institution.

Your award is an opportunity for you to make a real impact in the world: locally, nationally and globally. I ask that you take the skills and knowledge you have gained here at VU and use them as the first vital step in your lifelong learning journey.

Congratulations on reaching this exciting milestone and I hope that you will be inspired to find success on your own terms.

Professor Peter Dawkins AO
Vice-Chancellor and President
Congratulations! You have achieved an important milestone. You have succeeded in your tertiary studies and we are delighted to send you into the world – or welcome you back for further study. You are now part of the VU family.

Today’s Victoria University is a direct descendant of Footscray Technical School, which first opened its doors to students in February 1916. The school, with the support of the local community, took up the challenge to offer educational opportunities to the diverse population of Melbourne’s West. We remain committed to that goal and we are now one of the longest-standing providers of education in Victoria.

The School adopted the image of the Door of Opportunity as a means of expressing to the entire community the school’s purpose and reason for existence. Victoria University remains committed to that spirit and tradition as we embark on our next 100 years.

As the University of Opportunity and Success, we play a role in helping students from diverse backgrounds to find success on their own terms, and in the process we strive to be a distinctive University of the 21st century.

For a quarter of century we have also been providing Opportunity and Success for international students. In Melbourne, nearly 20% of our total student population are international students from over 80 countries. Offshore, through high-quality partnerships, VU enrolls nearly 4,500 students per year in English, diploma, degree and master courses in China, Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam and Sri Lanka. Consequently, VU holds official graduations in Malaysia and China and numerous graduation celebrations for our offshore students.

VU is especially proud of our international alumni as they provide marvellous contributions to their employers, families and communities all over the world.

We have grown into one of Australia’s biggest and best universities, with over 42,000 enrolled students and just under 2000 staff. In September 2016 Victoria University was ranked in the prestigious Times Higher Education World Rankings in the Top 400 universities in the world, placing us in the top 2% globally.

We have multiple campuses in Melbourne’s CBD, and spread across Melbourne’s western region, and a Sydney campus that offers courses to international students.

The University encompasses:

- seven teaching colleges
- six research institutes
- six major research centres
- Victoria Polytechnic, VU’s vocational training provider, and
- The Sir Zelman Cowen Centre within The College of Law and Justice.
AT VU, FAMILY IS EVERYTHING

We are a young university with a long rich history dating back to the founding of Footscray Technical School in 1916. We are proud of each and every one of our students who have studied with us over our 100 year history. Where do you fit on the VU family tree?
UNIVERSITY SENIOR EXECUTIVES

CHANCELLOR
Mr George Pappas AO
BCon(Hons)Monash,
MBAHarvard

DEPUTY CHANCELLOR
Ms Gaye Hamilton
BScEd, Melb

VICE-CHANCELLOR
AND PRESIDENT
Professor Peter Dawkins AO
BSc(Hons)Lough, MScLon,
PhDLon, FASSA, FIPAA,
FACELon(Hon)

DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
Rhonda Hawkins AM
BScUSyd, MPPUSyd,
FAICD, AFAIM

VICE-PRESIDENT:
ENGAGEMENT,
MARKETING AND
INTERNATIONAL
Mr Steve Berridge
BA(Hons)York,
PgCertYork, PgDipCIM

VICE-PRESIDENT:
VOICE-TECHNICAL
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
VICTORIA POLYTECHNIC
Mr Grant Dreher
MEdRMIT, GCertVicMelb,
GCertCSU

VICE-PRESIDENT:
PEOPLE AND CULTURE
Mr Shaun Eltham
BComGriffith

VICE-PRESIDENT:
FINANCE AND
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
Mr Ian Ford
BFinAdminUNE, CPA,
MBAUNE

VICE-PRESIDENT:
PLANNING, REGISTRAR
AND UNIVERSITY
SECRETARY
Ms Teresa Tjia
BSci(Hons), MScUWA

VICE-PRESIDENT:
LEARNING INNOVATION
AND QUALITY
Professor Ian Solomonides
BEd(Hons)WorchesterUK,
PhDNottinghamTrentUK

VICE-PRESIDENT:
RESEARCH AND RESEARCH
TRAINING
Professor Warren Payne
BSocScFIT, MAKSU,
PhDKSU
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY

Victoria University acknowledge the Ancestors, Elders and families of the Boonwurrung and Woiwurrung of the Kulin who are the traditional owners of University land. As we share our own knowledge practices within the University may we pay respect to the deep knowledge embedded within the Aboriginal community and their ownership of Country. We acknowledge that the land on which we meet is a place of age old ceremonies of celebration, initiation and renewal and that the Kulin people’s living culture has a unique role in the life of this region.

THE UNIVERSITY MACE – AN ESTABLISHED TRADITION

Our graduation ceremonies begin with the entrance of the University mace, signifying the authority of the Chancellor. Carried by the Mace Bearer, the mace symbolises learning, scholarship and our rich history. The mace connects us with those who have come before and those who will follow in the pursuit of learning. Made of sterling silver and 24-carat gold, the design includes the letter ‘V’, standing for Victoria – our University’s home and namesake.

UNIVERSITY MEDALS FOR EXCELLENCE

In recognition of those students who have excelled in their learning, achievements or leadership during their studies, Victoria University will award medals of excellence at graduation ceremonies from the following categories:

• Undergraduate Vocational Education
• Undergraduate Higher Education
• Postgraduate by Coursework
• Postgraduate Research
ACADEMIC DRESS

Wearing academic dress on ceremonial occasions is a celebrated university tradition, and generally consists of a gown (also known as a robe) with a separate hood (also known as a stole), and usually a cap – doctoral candidates wear a bonnet. Throughout the Commonwealth, universities usually follow the academic dress style of Oxford or Cambridge. Our academic dress is based on the Oxford style. Traditionally, the Chancellor’s gown is faced in gold and the Vice-Chancellor’s gown is faced in silver.

The colour of the hood (stole) identifies the discipline:

- Ruby – Arts
- Ultramarine – Business or Business Administration
- Cherry – Education
- Silver Grey – Engineering
- Old Rose – Health Science
- Parchment – Law
- Pansy – Music
- Buff – Psychology
- Spectrum Green – Science, Applied Science and Sport Science
- Gold – Social Studies
- Gold – Sport and Recreation
- Adonis Blue – Doctor of Business
- Cherry – Doctor of Education
- Graphite – Doctor of Engineering
- Pearl White – Doctor of Laws
- Ruby – Doctor of Letters
- Sapphire – Doctor of Philosophy
- Old Gold – Doctor of Psychology
- Spectrum Green – Doctor of Science
- Sky Blue – Doctor of the University
- Tangerine – TAFE Certificates

The gowns worn by graduating students help distinguish undergraduate and higher degrees:

- undergraduates and postgraduates wear a black gown – Vocational Education, Further Education and undergraduate gowns have a large slit in each sleeve
- the masters gown has a long narrow sleeve extension
- doctoral candidates wear a red gown.

Academic dress for particular awards is as follows:

Certificates – a black cap and an undergraduate gown with a black stole with a facing of tangerine.

Diplomates and Graduate Certificates – a black cap and an undergraduate gown with a black stole with a facing in the discipline colour.

Bachelors – a black gown and black cap with a black hood half lined with the discipline colour. The hood for the honours degree has a white band on the edge of the hood.

Masters – a black gown and black cap with a black hood fully lined with the discipline colour.

Doctors – a black bonnet with a gold cord, a scarlet gown with a facing and a black hood fully lined with the discipline colour.

Indigenous Australians – the gown of their award together with a calf-length black and red silk stole with gold tassels, a map of Victoria in gold silk, ‘Victoria University’ embroidered in gold on the left end of the stole, the sun embroidered in gold silk and ‘Ngaga Jindi Woraback’ embroidered in gold on the right end of the stole.

In official abbreviations of our awards, Victoria University is abbreviated to VicMelb.
WELCOME TO THE ALUMNI COMMUNITY

Congratulations on your graduation and welcome to the Victoria University Alumni Community.

As a graduate of the University, you have joined a vibrant global network of over 230,000 Alumni living and working across 130 countries.

STAY CONNECTED

With career and personal success, it’s not only what you know, it’s also who you know. Having a network of people who have shared your experiences may open doors to opportunities.

Join the conversation with your fellow alumni on social media.

Facebook: Victoria University Alumni Community
Twitter: @vu_alumni
LinkedIn: Victoria University Alumni Community
Instagram: @vualumni
WeChat: VictoriaUni

STAY INFORMED

Whenever you change your contact details (especially your email), your job or address, please be sure to let us know. You can quickly and easily update your details by visiting – vu.edu.au/alumni-update

We look forward to sharing a range of exclusive opportunities, activities and events with you. You will receive our bi-monthly e-newsletter YourVU – which will keep you up to date with opportunities and development at VU and in the Alumni Community.

To learn more about the VU Alumni Community, including links to our international alumni chapters and social media pages, go to vu.edu.au/alumni

Now that you’ve graduated from Victoria University, a world of opportunities is waiting for you. We wish you every success in the next stage of your life and look forward to celebrating continued successes with you.

VU Alumni Relations Team
E: alumni@vu.edu.au
P: +61 3 9919 1017
SOCIAL MEDIA

Share and celebrate graduations with your friends and family by using #vicunigrads

We will also be sharing photos from the day, so make sure you check Facebook for our graduations photo albums.

/victoria.university
@victoriauniversity
@victoriauninews
GRADUATES
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND EDUCATION

DIPLOMA OF ARTS
Sarah Saleh

DIPLOMA OF EDUCATION STUDIES
Sarah Caitlin Abboud
Souraya Abdul-Rahman
Ahad Abouellela
Meena Ahmady
Gadir Al-Kantar
Mamoun Alzoubi
Adrian Patrick Anderson
Jessica Barbieri
Martha Bauer
Mitchell Bonnici
Thaine Taylor Borg
Vedat Bazaktur
Simon Andrew Bradbury
Casey Lee Bright
Maddison Jane Brydon
Kristina Helen Chavez
Riya Chiherby
Emily Chick
Brendan Clancy
Bronte Congreve
Maryam Demiri
Krystal Shree Christine Dennison
Nyamouch Thor Duadleng
Cameron Duncan
Rayan Eless
Rayan El-Haouli
Amal El-Hassan
Matthew El-Khoury
Jesse Dejong-Royle
Callum John Quirk
Malika Naidu
Dane Bryce Letcher
Argentina Angela Iannunzio
Lauren Amber Fleurie
Natasha Mariea Renuadini
Kirsten Riley O’Brien
Patrick O’Connor
Sarah Pace
Luke Nicholas Peroulis
Natalie Nancy Vincent
Riley Scott Price
Johnny Rabahi
Tyler Louise Rath
Jansil Rila
John Romeo
Roseanna Ronan
Jake Rooney
Bajar Rafshi
Joel Sagona
Mohamed Hussein Salah
Qasdana Sargeant
Jack Orhan Soyak
Nathan James Scoble
Nooami Serratore
Neha Sharma
Samar Singer
Jacob Smith
Katie Souter
Mary Stoivecva
Nuran Tekin
Matthew Don Tenace
Cameron Matthew Thorne
Ashlee Vella
Kerin Villarante
Eboni-Elee Eneas Walters-Keel
Zenia Werbiuk
Shari Jane Wright
Elena Dankha Yousif
Ashley Zaya
Sarah Zayat

DIPLOMA OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
Laura Joan Phynners

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Anger Kuol
Thomas Lamb
Eleanor Lancaster
Renata Louise Lechowicz
Sonia Lemus Grande
Kiros-Lee Lockyer-Irarianos
Ihan Man
Harry Masson
Brayden Harrison McLaughlin
Courtney Annette McLaughlin
Jess Millson
Ahmed Khalil Mohamed
Jasmim Moore
Jessica Lee Moore
Samantha Michigan Myles
Frederick Myhardt
Cindy Nguyen
Michael Nguyen
Rhiannon Marie Nugent
Lydia Nurendini
Kirsten Riley O’Brien
Patrick O’Connor
Sarah Pace
Lute Nicholas Peroulis
Natalia Maricela Pineda
Riley Scott Price
Johnny Rabahi
Tyler Louise Rath
Jansil Rila
John Romeo
Roseanna Ronan
Jake Rooney
Bajar Rafshi
Joel Sagona
Mohamed Hussein Salah
Qasdana Sargeant
Jack Orhan Soyak
Nathan James Scoble
Nooami Serratore
Neha Sharma
Samar Singer
Jacob Smith
Katie Souter
Mary Stoivecva
Nuran Tekin
Matthew Don Tenace
Cameron Matthew Thorne
Ashlee Vella
Kerin Villarante
Eboni-Lee Eneas Walters-Keel
Zenia Werbiuk
Shari Jane Wright
Elena Dankha Yousif
Ashley Zaya
Sarah Zayat

BACHELOR OF ARTS (COMMUNICATION STUDIES)
Lauren Stevenson
Christopher Theodoridis
Abbeaw Weaven-Cahill
Janelle Christine Webster

BACHELOR OF ARTS (COMMUNICATION STUDIES/GENDER STUDIES)
Moses Lau Ulinity

BACHELOR OF ARTS (COMMUNICATION STUDIES/GENDER STUDIES)
Simona Slavkoska

BACHELOR OF ARTS (COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT)
Rosemary Collins
Adut Anthony Dharuai
Filomena Di Vito
Emma Harvey
Sainab Abdi Sheikh
Sophia Alexis Van Den Ham

BACHELOR OF ARTS (GENDER STUDIES)
Jennifer Pippa Nelson

BACHELOR OF ARTS (GENDER STUDIES/SOCIOLOGY)
Kushla Rose Egan

BACHELOR OF ARTS (HISTORY/LITERARY STUDIES)
Madeleine Nancy Duyker

BACHELOR OF ARTS (HISTORY/ POLITICAL SCIENCE)
Matej Bradara
Ibrahim Huseyin

BACHELOR OF ARTS (LEGAL STUDIES)
Afhina Enza Leiticia Arlandoo
Bayley Ryan Oliver
Simon Puat Nyandak Omot
Forida Peth
Zebib Teclai
Martin Modcl Thioung
Estelle Tatiana Tuyau

BACHELOR OF ARTS (LITERARY STUDIES)
Kyle Erben
Emily Jane Parker

BACHELOR OF ARTS (LITERARY STUDIES/ VISUAL ART)
Joseph Eber
Elsa Virginia Ramirez

BACHELOR OF ARTS (POLITICAL SCIENCE)
Michael Deng Kuo

BACHELOR OF ARTS (SOCIOLOGY)
Sebastian Joshua Strzebonski

BACHELOR OF ARTS (SOCIOLOGY/WRITING)
Jesse Dejong-Royle

BACHELOR OF ARTS (WRITING)
Vincent Silk

BACHELOR OF COMMUNICATION
Sarah Elizabeth Crosling
Jai Brittany Moore
Catherine Patricia Roberts

BACHELOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Maniyeil Alet
Melanie Elizabeth Augustine
Baraka Emmy Kajerege
Greta Jean Frederick
Tania Cecilia Jrourquera
Nibret Kassa
Alexander Laurence McIntosh
Yazolto Marjorie Meredith
Malia O’Brien
Joaquim Jose Manuel Soriano
Viana
Olivia Rivka Thomson

BACHELOR OF CREATIVE ARTS INDUSTRIES
Natalie Lynn Pillar

BACHELOR OF CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
Ryan Daniel Allman

BACHELOR OF CREATIVE INDUSTRIES (CREATIVE WRITING)
Joseph John Kehoe
Skye Moore
Belinda Lee Swart

BACHELOR OF CREATIVE INDUSTRIES (FINE ART)
Rachel Maree Hanley
Peta Symons
Georgia Rose Thomas

BACHELOR OF CREATIVE INDUSTRIES (DIGITAL MEDIA)
Sosaldia Cheung

BACHELOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Mohammad Abdallah
Madeleine Annie Armstrong
Zoe Charles
Molly Jean Denham
Benjamin Joseph Gipp
James Alexander Kehoe
Powel Kowalczyk
Phu Thanh Ly
Mckenzie Deborah Norie
Zamira Rahman
Brooke Abby Smale
Sharon Shivangni Tuck
Palavale Atonio Tuitea

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
Yasmine Abdo
Zeinab Abdo
Adel Abdullah
Yesmin Abou Zeid
Jorden Thomas Adnam
Sarah Alexander Andrew
Jordana Aline
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BACHELOR OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Leanne Kathleen Barrett
Richard Rilpou Deng
Chol Gar
Chris Dylan Howard-Guerin
Arif Wibowo Indarto
Amanuale Gebreslassie Kidanu
Christian Salvatore Sebastiano Strano
Daniela Marcela Triana Romero

BACHELOR OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
Elisse Baiz
Jake Barker-Daish
Amanda Clayson
Asil Ellob
Natalie Jean Hore
Samantha-Anne Knight
Sarah Louise Laurie
Phillip John Rao Lloyd
Arabella Mentor
Vinicius Rigotti Borges
Anthony James Soriano

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Justine Beach
Mary Ellen Buckley
Jeremy Carew
Brandon Jay Farrugia
Stuart Michael Ferguson
Rhys Kavadas
Thomas Edward Kendall
Caitlin Rose Kerr
Luke Stefan Linares
Lucinda Jean Mulov
Priscilla Nischler - Wessman
Elan Postlethwaite
Joshua David Prendergast
Emily Jane Pritchard
Aezelle Jan Que
Elliott James Sawyer
Jack Steven Shiel
Evon George Silenze
Dominic Vavala
Susan Worth

BACHELOR OF PROFESSIONAL AND CREATIVE WRITING
Yelme Bujupi
Jessi Alexandra Dillon
Dominique Michelle Grace Farrelly
Craig Anthony Henderson
Jeevan Reddy Jeganathan
Shelly Payne
Liam Sean Richards

BACHELOR OF SCREEN MEDIA
Jeehoon Choi
Nick Filer
Matthew Hunter Swan
Zehra Yavuncu

BACHELOR OF YOUTH WORK
Christian Joseph Atywater
Gabriel Domenico Carli Hannan
Stephanie Rose Coleman
Luciano Cornelius
Mou Kero Gir
Ellen Grant
Gabriella Grasso
Mark Bryce Gregory
Jessica Patricia Harrison
Amber Harvie
Kiah Hinson
Melinda Holder
Jovana Ilic
Dean James
Eliza Marie Therese Kandell
Amber Rose Raveney
Marcus Damien Kelly
Alyce Elisabeth Knight
Ersa Kurt
Emily Jane Lamos
Thomas Connor Lloyd
Julie Lillian Mctintosh
Sehernaz Mesli
Emily Jane Money
Remy Nadji
Zoe Olivia Kelly Newell
Kate Oconnell
Tulay Orhan
Parker Michael Thomas
Joanne Patel
Heidi Kristina Puronpa
Jake Robertson
Tara Satehi
Nena Samardzija
Ellena Savanovic
Angela Snell
Tamara Lei Taoulalaos
Zenab Tewolde
Tulloch Jessica Louise
Esther Won
Tristan William Wittingslow

BACHELOR OF YOUTH WORK / BACHELOR OF SPORT AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
Sheridan Ann Joyce Briffa
Matthew Phillip Chamley
Lee John Dale
Sheridan Ann Durose
Errin Smith
Jaimi Lisa Turnbull

BACHELOR OF ARTS (HONOURS)
Ellen Georgina Gray
Sonja Michelle Kolow
Gemma Louise Simpson
Jeremy Aaron Thomas
Seval Ulus

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN COMMUNICATION
Simeng He
Michelle Marie
Elizabeth Schenberg

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION
Ingrid Araujo Fernandes Ribeiro
Linda Kolova

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Farhana Laboni
Pooja Patel
Sisay Tsegaw

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Michael Anthony Beer
Johnathan James Bissell
Brent Charlton
Brendan Curmi
Turgut Murat Fancoscu
Ben Gobbo
Eileen Lorraine Ibanez Mesa
Islam Mohammed Rilaf
Bo John Nicholas Kelly
Christopher Nathan Luciani
David Jonathan Miller
Paul Murray
Pagonis Christopher
MASTERS OF COMMUNICATION

Christopher John Carlson  
Gail Conlon  
Meriem Ennayal  
Ho Viet Dung  
Nicole Louise Hornsby  
Aryas Jays  
Simone Sampo  

MASTERS OF DIGITAL MEDIA

Sarah Katherine Gittins  
Timsy Gupta  
Tomas Kocho  
Viviana Andrea Rojas Corredor  

MASTERS OF EDUCATION

Susanna Catherine Campbell  
Aisha Gulzar  
Patrick David Hoare  
Harpreet Kaur  
Charanjeet Kaur  
Nicole Marie  
Hayden Philip McQueenie  
Layla Moussalem  
Thi Thanh Mai Nguyen  
Conal Joseph Reilly  
Anas Shehannah  
Trudy Turner  
Amy Jean Van Baarm  

MASTERS OF HEALTH SCIENCE (AGED SERVICES)

Alganesh Berhane Negash  

MASTERS OF INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Elliot William Fleming  
Eliza Arnold  
Jalal Ahmed Atmar  
Rosmy Yurani Carvajal Lopera  
Paula Gill  
Manpreet Kaur  
Nabila norsolfina Md Yusof  
Beaakaa Provis  
Joey Rebakis  
Damilare Ibrahim Shodimu  

MASTERS OF TEACHING (EARLY CHILDHOOD)

Yin Wah Daphne Lim  
Hina Saliman  

MASTERS OF TEACHING (PRIMARY)

Liana Marie Agathangelou  
Millycnet Eavee Bar  
Molly Louise Dalziel  
Samuel Luke Grace  
Jessica Claire Harvey  
Jorge Andres Jarquera  
Peta Klein  
Kimberley June Leversha  
Christopher James McKendry  
Micael Abebe Newport  
Beth Lesley Redding  
Beth Lesley Redding  
Benjamin Simpson  
Sabina Tisekar  
Christine Turnock  
Alexandra Whale  
Kaitlin White  

MASTERS OF TEACHING (SECONDARY)

Mohamed Said Abdulle  
Madhavie Apsara Amarasinghe  
Matthew Richard Carroll  
Angela Austin Cooper  
Luke Joseph D’Alfonso  
Misikir Amore Davies  
Michael Peter Duncan  
Andrew Alan Alexander Durance  
Logan Jan Fewster  
Loanna Pereda Finch  
Jayke Duncan Greenard  
Juliana Hamit  
Zhewei Jing  
Dyala Klep  
Matthew Lovell  
Caitlin Ruby Matthews  
Rowan William McCloskey  
Danielle Catherine McDowell  
Brooke Amanda Middleton  
Stephanie Rose Mobillo  
Ng Ges Si  
Kristian James Peron  
Saagarika Rajan Babu  
Raymond Thomas Saw  
Nicolas Li Rong Seow  
Natasha Sethi  
Toya Rene Shannon  
Russell Smits  
Liana Eidan Tosun  
Hsa Mu Hen Tun  
Kirit Tuteja  
Rebecca Lee Patricia Wallace  
Nicole Louise Wilson  
Ye Jisheng  

MASTERS OF TESOL (TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES)

Bui Trung Kien  
Cai Minh Thuan  
Dam Thi Thuan  
Do Cam Tu  
Do Thi Minh Thu  
Do Thi Tuyet Mai  
Doan Bich Ngoc  
Doan Nguyen Phuong Thai  
Hoang Linh Hong  
Hua Phuong Linh  
Khong Ngoc Linh  
Lai Thi Mai  
Lam Mai Phuong  
Le Duy Hung  
Le Ha Quyen  
Luong Thi Phuong Uyen  
Ly Thi Viet Ha  
Nguyen Hang Ly  
Nguyen Hoang My Phuong  
Nguyen Kim Duc  
Nguyen Mai Hanh  
Nguyen Mai Phuong  
Nguyen Ngoc Anh  
Nguyen Quynh Trang  
Nguyen Thi Hoai Huong  
Nguyen Thi Huong  
Nguyen Thi Minh Trang  
Nguyen Thi Thu Ha  
Nguyen Thi Thu Hien  
Nguyen Tra My  
Nguyen Tran Minh Thu  
Nguyen Trung Hieu  
Nguyen Xuan Hien  
Pham Le Van  
Pham Phuong Lien  
Pham Thi Diem Huong  
Pham Thi Hao  
Pham Thi Minh Hue  
Pham Thi Tam  
Pham Xuan Hoang  
Phan Thi Huong  
Ta Thi Hao  
Ta Thi Thanh  
Than Thi Ngoc Thuy  
Tran Minh Nhut  
Tran Thanh Thuy  
Tran Thi Nhat Thanh  
Tran Thi Phuong  
Tran Thi Thanh Huyn  
Tran Thi Thy Duyen  
Tran Thi Van Anh  
Tran Thy Linh  
Tran Viet Kien  
Trinh Ly Ngoc  
Van Minh Tu  
Vo Le Hong Phuc  
Vo Quoc Viet  
Vu Hong Ngoc  
Minh Hoa Vu  
Vu Thi Hue  
Vu Thi Kim Chi  
Vu Thi Kim Loan  
Vu Thi Thuy An  
Vu Trung Thanh Ngoc  
Vuong Thi Thuy Linh  
Warren James Wells  

MASTERS OF TESOL EDUCATION

Louise Crossley  
Thang Van Lai
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (ACCOUNTING)
Shoaib Ahmed
Chandra Saputra Alam
Ang Chia Wee
Ang Kai Li
Bishnu Aryal
Sheetal Bali
Pratish Basnet
Sagar Bhandari
Bozic Ozana
Kalen Richard Brown
Faith Budak
Cai Jin Ze
Chai Wei Xuan
Manmeet Cheema
Chen Su Xiong
Chen Xinyu
Cheng Swee Ping Jacqueline
Cheong Poh Yee
Cheong Xian Jeng
Cheh Hwee Thian
Cheh Liting
Cheh Pei Hwa
Chi Ming
Chia Yoke Kee
Chiew Ailynn
Chin Khai Lerk
Urusha Chitrakar
Chong Kah Sheng
Chong Wei Jiet
Chong Yin Mian
Choo Vincent Yoon Tsen
Chow Poh Lin
Nighat Chowdhury
Chua Jia Hui
Chum Han Zhou
Thi Hang Dang
Intekhab Danish
Ajrit Dy
Sonam Dhungana
Ee Shu Jing
Joanne Chau Elizalde-Hernandez
Eng Choo Siang
Fan Jing
Hermain Ahmed Fazli
Shahani Darshika Fonseka
Gan Kar Yan
Prikshit Garg
Sunil Ghale
Goh Shueh Ling
Goh Shiy Yen
Grover Sarthak
Guo Jiabin
Humaira Binti Hassan
Xiaoyan He
Vian Hirimiz
Ho Chi Wen
Hong Shi Min
Jean Shui Jin How
Huang Hui Fang
Muhammad Husnain
Md Johirul Islam
Jalal Omar Ajajul
 Ji Xiang Yun
Jiang Chenglin
Jiao Yuqi
Jing Yiming
Ju Wenji
Thulasi Kanasan
Kong Jia Yi
Gourav Kanger
Jaisathyasai Kanniah
Priyanka Karki
Walid Kassab
Grace Kelly
Khanha Aokash
Khoi Wei Zi
Ankit Khurana
Rahul Kumar
Kwong Li Ling
Lai Choon Fei
Lai Hui Ying
Lai Yee Thin Elaine
Aongnima Lama
Pema Llama
Ruksana Lama Tamang
Law Jia Lin
Thi Thuy Trang Le
Leaw Su Huie
Lee Jing Xian Geraldine
Lee Qiao Si
Leng Chun Xiao
Leong Ying Yin
Leow Meen Kit
Stefanee Senna Lesmana
Li Binying
Li Lin Ze
Li Xin Lun
Liew Wan Shuen
Lim Cong Jie
Lim Kee Yew
Lim Qi Shu
Lim Sheah Ngo
Lim Su Long
Lin Hao Yuan
Abby Litschke
Liu Chen Yang
Loh Zi En
Low Hui Min Vivian
Low Pei Shyan
Ivan Lulic
Lucena Rona MacDonald
Ronish Maharjan
Ekaterina Vasinova Malinova
Jackson Robert Marr
Eran Mehmehd
Farrokh Hassan Mohammad Yusuf
Bin
Christopher Alexander Molivas
Shashika Madubashini
Nanayakkara Mudalige
Ng Chong Jin
Ng Woon Li
Ng Xue Ni
Thi Mai Huyen Nguyen
Ong Min
Ong Song Luay
Ron Leong Adrian Oo
Diwas Parajuli
Chirumah Thiilini Paththapperuma
Arachchige
Hewage Wilashini Daskhila
Perera
Abhisha Pradhan
Monica Putri
Qian Xue
Rai Soni
Arshdeep Singh Rana
Ranjitkar Prazu
Ren Xinyue
Irena Ristevski
Muhammad Talha Safdar
Harjot Kaur Sahota
Abdul Hamid Salim
Magan Preet Savraj
Salvatore Silvio Scodella
Nathasha Adelina Setiawan
Arslan Shohik
Pramit Raj Shokya
Rohini Shakyk
Dorhi Sharma
Rama Sharma
Shrestha Bikram
Deepika Shrestha
Shrestha Bajracharya Prenisha
Siou Qian Lin
Siew Le Yi
Gurpreet Singh
Gurvinderpal Singh
Aniska Subedi
Sun Haochen
Sun Shizhe
Sun Yudong
Sun Yue
Eligio Sunga
Yashika Suraweera
Prabina Syangdan
Sze Ying Qian
Aleina Tjahya
Bijay Tamang
Suman Kumar Tamang
Tamrakar Saiba
Tan Wei Gee
Tan Yan Xue
Tang Jing Yie
Andrew Tawdros
Teng Sen Kiow
Teo Jia Nee
Tey Kar Wei
Aishwarya Thapa
Naveen Thapa
Jessica Ning Ting
Dhiraj Tiwari
Yub Rai Tiwari
Tong Haochen
Thi Yen Nhi Tran
Phan Kieu Thao Truong
Akshama Upadhyay
Valencia Valencia
Veronika Rae Vejano
Vu Minh Ngoc
Uyen Linh Phuong Vu
Wan Cong
Wang Si Ting
Wong Wei Yu
Ellie Sylvia Woods
Wu Qing Zhou
Xu Sheng Xun
Yang Heng
Yap Ka Kiat
Yap Ke Xin
Yorjan Sharmila
Zhang Qi
Zhu Qiaodan

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (ACCOUNTING/BANKING AND FINANCE)
Irena Ristevski
Muhammad Talha Safdar
Harjot Kaur Sahota
Abdul Hamid Salim
Magan Preet Savraj
Salvatore Silvio Scodella
Nathasha Adelina Setiawan
Arslan Shohik
Pramit Raj Shokya
Rohini Shakyk
Dorhi Sharma
Rama Sharma
Shrestha Bikram
Deepika Shrestha
Shrestha Bajracharya Prenisha
Siou Qian Lin
Siew Le Yi
Gurpreet Singh
Gurvinderpal Singh
Aniska Subedi
Sun Haochen
Sun Shizhe
Sun Yudong
Sun Yue
Eligio Sunga
Yashika Suraweera
Prabina Syangdan
Sze Ying Qian
Aleina Tjahya
Bijay Tamang
Suman Kumar Tamang
Tamrakar Saiba
Tan Wei Gee
Tan Yan Xue
Tang Jing Yie
Andrew Tawdros
Teng Sen Kiow
Teo Jia Nee
Tey Kar Wei
Aishwarya Thapa
Naveen Thapa
Jessica Ning Ting
Dhiraj Tiwari
Yub Rai Tiwari
Tong Haochen
Thi Yen Nhi Tran
Phan Kieu Thao Truong
Akshama Upadhyay
Valencia Valencia
Veronika Rae Vejano
Vu Minh Ngoc
Uyen Linh Phuong Vu
Wan Cong
Wang Si Ting
Wong Wei Yu
Ellie Sylvia Woods
Wu Qing Zhou
Xu Sheng Xun
Yang Heng
Yap Ka Kiat
Yap Ke Xin
Yorjan Sharmila
Zhang Qi
Zhu Qiaodan

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (ACCOUNTING/INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT)
Siddhartha Pangeni
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (MARKETING)
Navid Hassan Ansari
Sol Aldo Aguer
Cai Yuan Jing
Cha Zhi Hao Kelvin
Siraphatsorn Chansin
Cheam Tao Yang
Chew Jia Sheng
Chia Jie Shen
Choi Koh Soon
Fang Yue Ching
Faud Mohammad Faris
Cameron David Gibbens
Goh Kian Pei
Goh Lai Leng
Yu Yan Goh
Holly May Gorman
Lachlan Mark Hall
Hung Giong Tran
Abraham Hersan
Thi Thu Trinh Ly Huynh
Gyeong Yong Kun
Myles William Kempken
Kevin James King
Kao Chui Yee
Chun-Tung Kuo
Kwong Joe Min
Ti Peen Prince Lai
David John Lancashire
Lau Poh Yi
Lee Hui Tong
Jaevee Lee
Lee U Jinn
Lim Xiao Yao
Lim Ye Yong
Lim Chee Keong
Nathaniel Linardo
Linardo Wijaya Ervendi Linardo
Wiyaya Ervendi
Lopez Shane Allysmer
Low Yue Shouan
Ramesan Pillai A L Marinmuthu
Patricia Martin Sanchez
Mariah Grace McLean
Anthony Mendez
Adrian Paul Merendino
Muhammad Zuhaldi
Fitra Nabila
Mohamad Fairuz Peer Mohamed
Metasok Popovski
Claudia Ralevski
Mark Rasim
See Thiong Heng
Manish Shahya
Simon Hartono
Soh Yap Kai
Amir Sohali
Jemily Steinbergs
Grace Shi Lin Tan
Tan Wee Teng
Tan Zheng Yi
Tey Cong
Tiew Sheng Cheng
Yulia Verkhozina
Connor Anthony David Whelan
Yan Jing Wei
Yeo Wan Ling
Muhammad Haiqul Raiza Bin Zainal
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (MARKETING/TOURISM MANAGEMENT)
Vanessa Loraine Bugeja
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (MUSIC INDUSTRY)
Courtney Grace Bryson
Jesse Blair Drummond
Jasmin Rene Flakemore
Jenny Ho
Gemma Yasemin Matchett
Libby Grace McLeod
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT)
Omar Mohammed Albedawi
Fatemah A S A Alhibee
Mark Nicholas Blackman
Natalsha Kathleen Carter
Thomas Garrett Edwards
Jeremia Jeremiah Faalou
Mary Antonette Galope
Michael Can Goldring
Clive Gomez
Courtney Louise Henry
Eric Le
Gia Khoang Nhu Nguyen
Thida Nolvachai
Christian Terence Petricca
Chanlida Po
Michael Lee Raffen
Benjamin Sarraf
Nguyen-Hue Tran
Yehonnes Yekuno
Marie Anabelle Nadine Zevanor Dalais
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (TOURISM MANAGEMENT)
Henok Tuige Aghonfer
Kristijian Naumovski
Mohamed Razzeek Mohamed Rizvi
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (TOURISM MANAGEMENT/ EVENT MANAGEMENT)
Toby Hywel Shaw
BACHELOR OF COMMERCE (APPLIED FINANCE)
Haruki Reid
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS
Jennifer Louise Cobby
Olga Kovaljov
Shelley Anita Ryan
Roseramaree Ann Walker
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING SYSTEMS
Nant Soe Nwe Aung
Panarat Chomchuen
Du Yuanbo
Leigh Francis Holmes
Samsudhoo Samsudhoo
Tan Hock Beng
Truong Lam Vu
Wong Hui San
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN MANAGEMENT
Scott Lacey
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN MARKETING
Jasmie Shenice Zammit
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Christopher Muirhead
GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS (ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING SYSTEMS)
Aliya Akhtemetzyanova
Diu Nhunh Lam
Chaitanya Kumar Yadavalli
GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS (FINANCE)
Sonexay Souanirha
Manilak Souvannakhom
GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS (INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS/HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)
Jane Barker
Sue Cassar
GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING
Ankita Bannerjee Primon
Faustina Batchway
Chen Yani
Choi Jae Sik
Feng Xu
Anthony Liyanto
Thar Tun Lynn
Jade Sheary
Vera Pei Bing Tan
Minh Trung Tran
MASTER OF ACCOUNTING
Sultan Saeed M Algarni
Huda Mohammad O Bugshan
Navina Mohan
Lakshmina Purusothaman
Sham Si Min Shermaine
Ly Thi Kim Tran
Goran Vukovic
MASTER OF BUSINESS (ACCOUNTING)
Roberta Andreollo
Anshuka Anshuka
Arti Arri
Deepak Bali
Bali Varun
Amajarjargal Bayarsaikhan
Vishal Chandla
Anas Ali Chaudry
Chen Yuzhou
Ting Yan Cheung
Sanyukta Kailash Chhaier
Mahipal Chirag
Diana Carolina Costa Sanchez
Poojan Prakashbhai Doshi
Preeti Dutt
Ram Chandra Gautam
Yoti Gossain
Parul Gupta
Adnan Haider
Md Mahmudul Hasan
Farhan Hassan
Hassan Shahid
Ngan Thuy Hoang
Hung Linzi
Meng Huang
Huyng Ngoc Quang Anh
Rizwan Iqbal
Kanungoe Sujay
Baldish Kaur
Rajdeep Kaur
Sandeeep Kaur
Sumneek Kaur
Shuvo Ahsan Khan
Arongsaem Kim
Sumit Kingar
Sunil Kumar
Parveen Kumar
Bruno Leite Homem De Gouveia
Liang Ping
Yang Lu
Rishima Mahajan
Sakshi Mathur
Chadani Manandhar
Manandhar Ganga
Mayank Nair
Renato Pacheco Da Silva
Rajiv Pandey
Priyanka Priyanka
Kamana Pun Gurung
Annabel Rampas
Dendi Rosman
Saurav Saurav
Radhika Gopalkumarr Shah
Anamikka Sankhwar
Sayma Bashar Shompa
Liza Shrestha
Shrestha Sudesh
Shrestha Khagi Bhawana
Yatharthi Silwal
Simran Jeet Singh
Shahbo Sobbi
Claudia Maria Stuchi Cruz
Piyush Thaman
Krishna Thapa
Dipesh Thapa Magar
Tran Thi Lan Anh
Fendi Yento
Rani Yunita
MASTER OF BUSINESS (ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING SYSTEMS)
Zeeshan Ahmad
Nilin Goud Bandari
Sandeeep Kaur Dharval
Jane Brook Jones
Amandeep Kaur
JaspREET Kaur
Karn Marian
Khet Wai Phyo
Sindhoorika Kodumuru
Leong Jow Young
Wai Shing Li
Muhammad Shoaib Mughal
Anh Tung Nguyen
Ngoc Dang Khoa Nguyen
Thuy Linh Nguyen
Jerime Onyango Odhimbo
Aldana Romero Oscar
Rishiraj Singh Parmar
Hitendra Chandrakant Patel
Keval Kumar Shah
Simharayalu Tulvula
Kanala Yingpaitoon

MASTER OF BUSINESS
(ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING SYSTEMS) /
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Poovendan Subramaniyan

MASTER OF BUSINESS (FINANCE)
Chatouphone Chanthalasy
Chen Ming
Chiraag Kirun Chouhan
Joshin Kumar
Pany Soundala
Emily Tegan Vella

MASTER OF BUSINESS (INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS/ HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)
Dhara Muliya
Laura Catalina Novoa Corzo
Komang Ayu Widiatmoyani

MASTER OF BUSINESS (MANAGEMENT)
Sukhpreet Kaur
Tuan Anh Le
Grace Muana Nsomba
Han Tuyen Quach

MASTER OF BUSINESS (MARKETING)
Caroline Ann Cruz
Anastasia Dokina
Khaira Dilip Singh
Emilia Gene Lewis
Ngoc Anh Nguyen
Ngoc Anh Nguyen

MASTER OF BUSINESS (SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT)
Jonjie Taguinod Beltran
Pavan Badke
Nikola Mladenovic
Huy Minh Phan
Thai Thi Cam Van

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Larissa Cain
Chan Pui Sun
Daniel Cheong Hock Chye
Chin Khar Loong
Choong Ho Mei Felicia
Brendan Cooke
Lucas Costanza
Thomas Delahanty

Picha Djohan
Jordan Thomas Doyle
Henry Driebert
Young Ping Heng
Marianne Holson
Martyn John Jones
Kok Li Inn
Lee Kar Fai
Lee Siew Wei
Karina Lidonni
Liew Mei Kuan
Chung Wah Low
Sankalpa Luinlel
Sankalpa Luinlel
Feridawati M Daud
Taylor James Maher
Anne Majalap
Rada Om
Hui Ping Ong
Shivram Parihar
Elisabeth Phillips
Prasoth Ramani
Regine Soo Lay Yeen
Mehrdad Sathkaie
Shalini Selvam
Sammay Smajic
Takiko Nicole Smith
Jason Tabrett
Frederick Kai Pin Tan
John Alexander Tasevski
Wong Joanna Wei Minh
Wong Ken Ji
Yap Hon Kee
Jarreth Hai Khin Yeo
Yoeng Patricia

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (PROFESSIONAL)
Andrew Bulman
Scott Gissing
Andres Perez
Rachna Prasad

MASTER OF BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Harbinder Kaur Bhullar
Savita Rani
Wu Nan

MASTER OF BUSINESS ANALYTICS (PROFESSIONAL)
Shivali Aggarwal
Akinyemi Samson Oladayo
Dhruv Arora
Thanh Hai Dao
Gunamuthu Piyumi Thishokya
Attauda
Ashan Chathuranga Meegoda
Liyangane Don Shehan Milinda
Rodrigo

MASTER OF ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING MANAGEMENT
Akshatha Ramakrishna Davaresam
Sonja Jamsek
Ekanayake Mudiyanselage Harini
Samariya K Kappagoda
Koh Tze Peng
Koh Zhan Xiong
Shivani Pokhalekar
Raja Sivagama Sundari
Seah Chen Khoon
Huy Chanh Vu

MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Johanna Galley
Divyangana Verma

MASTER OF MANAGEMENT
Janine Louise Martin

MASTER OF MARKETING
Khoo Chu Bing
James Gathogo Kimani
Adam Lee Scott

MASTER OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Yannick Maxim Davies

MASTER OF RESEARCH PRACTICE
Anna Tsaparas
BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING
(MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)
Zubair Akram
Abdulwahhab Alhammadi
Ali Fa Hing
Mark Leigh Bruce
Rana Ahsan Dilshad
Amad Itfikhar
Sagar Singh Matharu
Vikram Saleed Thampy

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING
– with Honours (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)
Jayden Demir Steel

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING
(SCIENCE (SPORTS ENGINEERING)
Susan L’Hommedieu
Lindsay Michael Rowe

BACHELOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Hasan Elbanna
Faris Terrington

BACHELOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (NETWORK AND SYSTEM COMPUTING)
Chandandeep Singh
Prabhismaranjeet Singh
Geordan Nicholas Bombo
Jay Ashley Cargill
Gangandeep Gangandeep
Monika Gangan
Teferi Ghebremriam
Gursimran Gursimran
Benjamin Hambling
Kang Jian
Christopher Paul Karayiannidis
Prajwal Karki
Gangandeep Kaur
Hardeep Kaur
Kaur Manmeet
Surinder Kumar
Liu Yi
Eddie Looitoiuua
David Tuan Nguyen
Pritpal Kaur Pandher
Balkaran Singh Sidhu
Ranjodh Singh Sidhu
Satwinder Singh
Sevak Singh
Tyson James Smith
Ahsan Ali Tagar
Jeremy Tchung
Aarion Mathew Vandermyer

BACHELOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (WEB AND MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT)
Amanjot Kaur
Leart Lolovic
Chandan Singh
Simranjeet Singh

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(BIOTECHNOLOGY)
Marc Dujak
Akut Tebir

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(BIOTECHNOLOGY/ CHEMISTRY)
Vanessa Barriga
Maneerat Boonsomsu
Nicholas Giourmans
Jake McLean
Ethan Passantino
Tyler Bryden Richardson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(BIOTECHNOLOGY/ ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT)
Emily Wilmshurst

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (CHEMISTRY)
Sarah Lee Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT)
Richard William Bailey

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (HONOURS) (ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING)
Abdulrahail Albaghili
Jaseem Albatani
Waleed Alsquad
Jenan Alqudaihi
Ali Alramdahan
Nassar Alzafiri
Anh Quoc Bao Bui
Yousef A A Y A Hussein
Theresa Nineta Hanem Mansour
Abdullah M J Gh Mousa
Tahmina Muneer
Ayushma Raghubhanshi
Ralph Reyes

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (HONOURS) (CIVIL ENGINEERING)
Khaleed Alenezi
Abdulaziz A Gh Sh A Almutairi
Shikhah Alqallaf
Mereret Nega Bogole
Hilal Chakik
Takudzwa Charlie
Colosimo Simon Nicholas
Benjamin Ronald Cox
Amr Hadad
Poornia Janghorban
Manuwe Teshome Moedote
Bibek Rana Magar
Jessica Robles
Jonty Haresh Shah
Lakhwinder Singh
Tavares Guilarme
Dar Tran
Max Valentine Dijk
Zulfikar Muhammad

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (HONOURS) (ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING)
Ayaz Ahmad
Adnan Alam
Abdulaziz M M M H Aldhufairi
Hamad A L A M Al Juhairy
Edward Ross Carr
Muhammad Faheem
Amandeep Kaur
Media Khodakarami
Waqas Abdul Ghafoor Malik
Nissankage Yasiru Reshantha
Nissankage.
Harinder Singh Shergill
Kevin Kit Liong Too Yok
Puvinda Oshan Tudawe
Zachary Beau Wright

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (HONOURS) (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)
Hidayat James Brett
Abdel Ghannam
Hardeet
Cameron Alastair Lobban
Yevgeniy Loz
Nanayakkara Dissanayakage
Pasindu Lakshman
Syed Muhammad Ali Shayan
Filip Trajkov
Wanniarchchi Kasun Rangar
Siriwardena
Minod Salinda Weerasooriya

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN CYBER SECURITY
Brian Lau
Anusha Vennamani

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN PERFORMANCE-BASED BUILDING & FIRE CODES
Shane Edmonds
Shendig Richard Pan
Robert Alan Walker

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Hersi Faisal Hahsi
Jack Francis Hickey
Anthony Kelly

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN BUIDLING FIRE SAFETY AND RISK ENGINEERING
Shihaab Muhammad Hussain
Daniel Labib

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Suria Balasubramani
Victoria Elosia Mardueno Atrian

MASTER OF APPLIED INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Hemant Acharya
Adnan Akbar
Yogesh Bhandari
Hussam Qaisar Butt
Jaya Prakash Reddy Cheedu
Pawandeep Kaur Gill
Sk Ahsanul Hossein
Anita Jayana
Muhammad Kamran
Amandeep Kaur
Daljeet Kaur
Kirandeep Kaur
Seungyek Kim
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Sriram Mani
Mohammed Zackeriya Zazna
Farwin
Nirja Nirja
Jay Kaushik Patel
Pleska Igor
Ankush Sharma
Shivani Sharma
Mandeep Sidhu
Lovepreet Singh
Rana Randish Singh
Nathan Phillip Thomas
Nisha Verma
Muhammad Waseem

MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Rory Karl Bauer
Anjana Bawa
Vinish Kumar Bokhun
Deepika Deepika
Preyank Rajeshkumar Gandhi
Vishal Bahadur Khattri
Vishal Kuppala
Muqatder Syed Taha
Nguyen Vinh Hoang Hai
Erika Mae Panambo
Hafiz Salman Rasheed

MASTER OF ENGINEERING
(BUILDING FIRE SAFETY AND RISK ENGINEERING)
Gavin Maund
Gregory Peter Penney
Luke Michael Sheehy

MASTER OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Ishaq Ashraf
Prakash Giri
Achal Gupta
Muhammad Hasnain
Prabhulinga Kenchanganoudar
Sengduane Keoamphone
Milad Kruze
Manoj Kumar
Juan Pablo Montana Rodriguez
Mandy Nguyen
Parvin Safahi
Adeel Shoukat
Sieng Wang
Muhammad Qaisar Zahoor

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND BIOMEDICINE

DIPLOMA OF HEALTH SCIENCE
Emily Georgia Boicos

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE
Sarah Louise Boykett
Tamarra Marie Cachia
Ana-Maria Cala
Jenny Chhun
Laura Joan Clarnette
Amy Gauci
Toya Golbo
Zelilha Hacigolu
Monique Jayne Harris
Suzanna Jelic
Antigini Kremastas
Natasha Linda Lane
Dimka Mamawan
Dylan Ostrycharz
Amanda Passarelli
Stefanie Riccardi
Michael Philip Rouse
Erinie Soriano
Nicole Wright

BACHELOR OF BIOMEDICINE
Krystal Ilanah De Pasquale
Meir Farcovich
Natasha Gazibeoglu
Thuong Thi Thanh Hoang
Odjay Iatafo
Maksoni Ilin
Aimee May Mooney
Canh-Vinh Ngoc Nguyen
Surre Natasha Paige
Asha Tonkin-Reeves

BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE
Schae Michelle Harrison
Christine Steele

BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE (DERMAL THERAPIES)
Laura Louise Anderson
Shahida Arif
Helen Bouris
Julia D’Amico
Elysia Dewar
Gemma Di Rocco
Amber Kathleen Eather
Holly Catherine Gardner
Hannah Cori Gifford
Charlotte Haddad
Mandy Ruth Jansen
Chelsea Lauren Jennings
Claudia Listyo
Rita Anna Franca Massimo-Gliurdanella
Stephanie McLean
Georgia Michelle Nowotny
Sonia Olsson
Christine Patricia Page
Kelly Paterson
Kylie Jane Rowe
Agnes Cyntia Rudianska
Jasmin Michelle Salera
Giorgina Rose Strachan
Monica Celine Sutjono
Ashlee Jayde Turvey
Mariana Mirjana Vukic
Samantha Joy Wilson
Jessica Natalia Wondany
Medha Zeeshan

BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE (PARAMEDIC)
Safia Omer Abubaker
Dean Adams
Afendi Abdella Ahmed
Ahmed Maradha F Alharbi
Sandor Ronald Allen
Matea Antunovic
Jessica Aquilina
Georgia Lucille Baker
Jason Eric Balmaceda
Fergus Ahern Beischer
Lauren Berridge
Jane Billby
Nicholas Bleckmann
Stacey Boicos
Alison Hannah Boness
Darcy Keith Booth
Christopher Boromeo
Marius Bothma
Maddison Jessica Buda
Georgina Louise Callih
Semarun Caliskan
Madison Rohanna Campbell
Rachel Kathleen Cashen
Michael Alexandros Christodoulou
Chelsea Lucille Church
Claire Marie Clark
Rick Clark
Pets-Louise Cockburn
Dominique Anne-Marie Comber-Stica
Jaxon Cooke
Lauren Maree Cornall
Brendan Crawhall
Kylie Davey
Kristie Louise Dawson
Liam Roderick Doherty
Brittini Donaldson
Evon Dunn
Taylor Brooke Elkington
Chelsea Ewens
Dylan Finegan
Mitchell Ross Fisher
Ruby Erica Foothit
Chelsie Tennille Foster
Liam Gobbo
Mitchell Gasowski
Leah Gates
Trevor Lionel Goosen
Daniel Grey
Kathy Emily Gutierrez Sosa
Justin Morgan Hall
Adrian Hambleton
Tristan Hamson
Timothy Charles Handley
Rebecca Kate Hart
Rebecca Leigh Hassall
Sarah Anne Heeps
Zane Heron
Emma Kate Heywood
Samantha Joy Wilson

BACHELOR OF MIDWIFERY
Kirsten Lauren May Dwyer
Sylvia Suzan Elmazovski
Anateha Shere

Celeste Kelly Iellamo
Colleen Teresa Jeffery
Emma Keenan
Jacqueline Keenan
Allen Kelly
Damon Knuppel
Brianna Joy Konsol
Patrick Lagreca
Benjamin Oliver Lavernack
Benjamin Charles Lawson
Paul Le
Zachary Alexander Leach
Justin Man Him Lee
Emma Jane Lydiate
Danielle Martin
Kate Alyce Martin
Erin Mathios
Jessica Frances McKenna
Amy Kathryn McNaughton
Adam William Miller
Jeffrey Monro
Shaun Geoffrey Moore
Rana Moussa
Kathryn Fiona Mulheran
Kim Hoang Nguyen
Jacob Liam Nolan
Lawrence Odlin
James Oliver
Cody O’Prey
Rodney James O’Regan
Gemma Louise Palisa
Giuliana Pavia
Stephen James Pengelly
Samuel Nelson Pentney
Jacqueline Frances Perry
Alex William Pianta
Benjamin Pike
Alana Lee Ralph
Sasha Ashley Kaitlin Reid
Angus Geoffrey Keith Robinson
Jack Kieran Rundle
Aaron Stephen Ryan
Jordan Stephen Ryan
Sahi Jawad
Georgia Alice Sanders
Emma Louise Shorts
Melanie Smith
Julie Elizabeth Spicer
Keith Bevan Stanfield
Beau Summer
Stephen Tiernan
Aaron David Town
Bond Tran
Christopher Louis Turzai
Meghan Lucas Walthur
James Anthony Whelan
Elise Catherine Whittaker
David Thomas Williams
Jeffrey Warren Williams
Kate Alexandra Williams
Mark Daniel Wilson
Matthew Winbanks
Kenton Winsley
Ricky Winterton
Ashley Wood
Brent Woodward

BACHELOR OF MIDWIFERY
Kirsten Lauren May Dwyer
Sylvia Suzan Elmazovski
Anateha Shere
BACHELOR OF NURSING
Rowena Baniga Alvarez
Kate Apostoloska
Kate Molly Boland
Allen Jake Brinas
Chezza Grielee Caparas
Jessa Charizze Cenina
Misty Lee Charles
Lily Marsheza Chekole
Xing Chen
Naomi Phillipa Cleary
Jade Amelia Connaughton
Bradley Glen Costin
Zeagler Cruz
Andrew James Curci
Vivian Do
Raquel Panes Dologan
Mary Margaux Duque
Maddison Jayde Eade
Saranya Elavarasan
Sia Florence Fallah
Tristan Feihin
Danielle Gaskett
Alex Michael Geary
Diencee Gonzales
Oona Simona Gorea
Danielle Elise Greaves
Nisal Dilantha Wijesiri
Habaraduwa Pillage
Marrianna Hemingway
Nicholas James Hemisley
Emily Louise Heyman
Amanda Iskaf
Jagroshni Kaur Jeswender Singh
Jack William Johnston-Doyle
Sandeep Kaur
Namae Kishore
Madeline Lawler
Jill Kimberly Layague
Nhu Lan Le
Evelyn Lizazamoka Lebechi
Xavier John Librando
Melissa Lombardi
Arsyllae Faye Luchana
Anne Macharia
Fraser Mangle
Laya Mariel
Arianne Sebastian Marquez
Brodie Sholarine Marshall
Kia Katrina Lallic Martin
Jinny Mathew
Nahian Naomi Maywood
Julia Elizabeth McKay
Ann Camil Gail Menas
Menengic Hilal Erva
Jessica Carmel Mercieca
Bridge Mitchell
Ngoc Ky Nguyen
Samantha Jaynee O'Brien
Aisha Joy Onbashi
Genevieve Mae Pablo
Dean Noel Patrao
Bronte Alexandra Joan Peters
Jessie Pope
Anadelle Prado
Tamara Marjorie Riley
Verna Joy Rillarta
Amandeep Kaur Sandhu
Ashly Shaji
Nayiot Kaur Sidhu
Mohandeep Singh Sodzi
Sharni Maree Steinbergs
Adrienne Louise Stubbs

Rozzi Sunuwar
Sagun Tamang
Laura Jane Thomas
Hong Thienn Phat Thu
Nary Tuy
Olivia Vaccaro
Stefanie Varveris
Katelyn Watson
Tracy Wrigley
Siwon Yoon
Mara Nelma Yumang
Rem Cin Iang Za Thang

BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES
Daniel Agius
Samantha Nicole Alvarez Arreguin
Sophia Antoniades
Amy Maree Brooks
Joseph Anthony Cataldo
Fernando Daniel Cavelli
Natalie Janet Day
Jordan Djorij
Qula Elsabuani
Halime Ergun
Ashley Danielle Galati
Chante Kelly Gedult
Nathan James Gilbert
Georgia Judith Gregor
Gracie Anna Johnstone
Cassandra Kanaan
Nicole Blythe Keamy
Emma Paige Kemp
Jack Thomas King
Filz Kurtoglu
Parris Lilly McPhan
Olivea Rose Middleton
Sarah Mullan
Ellen Veronica Muscat
Marie Christa Antonia Myrthe
Nathan Thomas Olsson
Sergen Osman
Katelon Philp
Nikki Piskhoutakis
Dragana Radiojevic
Bethany Russell
Tiffany Rose Ryan
Stephan Sambol
Deni Chevelle Schreyer
Jodie Lee Sheppard
Tegan Elise Sherwin
Karla Tarzia
Natalie Deanne Tzikas
Vicky Van Rullen
Shianne Louise Vuk
Brooke Grace Walker
Harindhi Welitiwotiga
Wimaladharna
Ebru Chelsea Yelec

BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES (INTERPERSONAL & ORGANISATIONAL)
Meagan Rachel Connolly
Katherine Papadopoulos

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (BIOMEDICAL AND EXERCISE SCIENCE)
Danielle Therese Honey
Jayden Kafanelis
Shannon McDowall
Melanie Eliza-Jayne Murray
Kate Louise Newton
Liam Christoper Pezet
Samantha Kerry Philipp
Maverick Reyes
Cassandra Renae Willox

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES)
Ellen Adamcveczic
Fares Agh
Maryam Al Thalib
Zainab Al-Muhana
Asif Ashraf
Sarah Elizabeth Crosswell
Agness Phiri Dove
Martin Elias
Amine Ergun
Laura Kate Gadoane
Mohammad Hassan Hadi
Ji Wen Yu
Jerusha Avanthika Mather
Kristen Renee Sweeney
Deepak Pal Kaur Panu
Chris Antony Mathew Pittapillil
Ali Raza
Lauren Sahakian
Nadine Seefeddine
James Warren Spadiger
Cong Trinh
John William Turton
Fatmah Mohamed Yasin
Marko Zivanov

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (CLINICAL SCIENCES)
Adrienne Tineke Anderson
Peta Louise Antonello
Samuel Ryan Baker
Nicholas Andrew Balle
Michaela Lee Bidmade
David John Broadstock
Meggan Isabelle Brooks
Kate Louise Cartledge
Adam Chew
Matt Corbin
Daniel Sebastian Corcoran
Sarah Margaret Cust
Jayden Christopher Dhar
Laura Alexandra Dunell
Daniel East
Luke Picard Ellis
Kiry Taylah Evans
Rebecca Rose Feakes
Erica Jayne Glass
Hamish Gleeson
Kyle Lachlan Glover
Stacey Maree Hall
Charlotte Rose Hart
Callum Hogan
Cameron Hutton
Adam Isac
Aidan Knight
William Kirthararies
Georgette Eloise Masters
Tom Daniel McKenna
Brianna Cate McLaughlin
Dylan James McMahon
Joshua Mendies
Hamish Mclean Millar
Bronte Anne Mulherin
Phillip David William Nash
Brittany Ann Olver
Mark Peter Orr

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (CLINICAL SCIENCES)
Jack William Johnston-Doyle
Emily Louise Heyman
Marianna Hemingway
Danielle Elise Greaves
Alex Michael Geary
Diencee Gonzales
Tristan Feihin
Sia Florence Fallah
Bronte Alexandra Joan Peters
Jessie Pope
Anadelle Prado
Tamara Marjorie Riley
Verna Joy Rillarta
Amandeep Kaur Sandhu
Ashly Shaji
Nayiot Kaur Sidhu
Mohandeep Singh Sodzi
Sharni Maree Steinbergs
Adrienne Louise Stubbs

Rozzi Sunuwar
Sagun Tamang
Laura Jane Thomas
Hong Thienn Phat Thu
Nary Tuy
Olivia Vaccaro
Stefanie Varveris
Katelyn Watson
Tracy Wrigley
Siwon Yoon
Mara Nelma Yumang
Rem Cin Iang Za Thang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (NUTRITION, FOOD & HEALTH SCIENCE)
Taylor Anne Wilcox
Olivia Kate White
Kayla Gwen Whinray
Narayani Elizabeth White
Olivia Kate Wilcox
Taylor Anne Wilcox

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (PSYCHOLOGY)
Christina Kelly
Rebekah Mikhail
Alice Shea Travers

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
Nora Al-Hadi
Carly Bennetts
Olivia Darcy Bentley
Yashi Berhe
Emmanuel Blanco Castaneda
Elizabeth Maree Cannon
Shaun Adam Conlan
Karina Dinamarca Sepulveda
Nicolle D’Souza
Benjamin Ellis
Laura Fullerton
Jacquelyn Christie Hartley
Cassandra Lee Heane
Beatrice Kathryn Hope
Jessica Marie Hopkins
Jillian Elise Hornan
India Caitlin Hubbard
Gagandep Kaur
Darryl King
Tak Lung Herman Lau
Merryn Lesley Leece
Ruby Araldo Leigh
Ngoc Lan Ly
Ashley Kate Moore
Kylie Joanna Moretti
Shane Neville
Katherine Kim Nguyen
Joy Anulika Noah
Kaway Mun Nok
Kristy Louise Osborne
Katharine Margaret Patten
Nandita Poul
Thi Tuyet Nhung Phan
Mollie Anne Roberts

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (PSYCHOLOGY)
Christina Kelly
Rebekah Mikhail
Alice Shea Travers

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
Nora Al-Hadi
Carly Bennetts
Olivia Darcy Bentley
Yashi Berhe
Emmanuel Blanco Castaneda
Elizabeth Maree Cannon
Shaun Adam Conlan
Karina Dinamarca Sepulveda
Nicolle D’Souza
Benjamin Ellis
Laura Fullerton
Jacquelyn Christie Hartley
Cassandra Lee Heane
Beatrice Kathryn Hope
Jessica Marie Hopkins
Jillian Elise Hornan
India Caitlin Hubbard
Gagandep Kaur
Darryl King
Tak Lung Herman Lau
Merryn Lesley Leece
Ruby Araldo Leigh
Ngoc Lan Ly
Ashley Kate Moore
Kylie Joanna Moretti
Shane Neville
Katherine Kim Nguyen
Joy Anulika Noah
Kaway Mun Nok
Kristy Louise Osborne
Katharine Margaret Patten
Nandita Poul
Thi Tuyet Nhung Phan
Mollie Anne Roberts
Giovanna Sellitti
Tahli Walsh
Lisa Jane Waters

BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES / BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)
Joshua Howland Goldwaser
Selin Balikel

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (BIOTECHNOLOGY) / BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES
Tatiana Teressa Zoghi

BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES (HONOURS)
Laura Kathleen Clarke
Isabel Costa
Jacquelyn Coughlan
Alayne Cummins
Stephen Dale
Kimberley Kardaras
Amrit Kaur
Tina Louise Kempton
Merve Koseer
Xuan An Le
Danielle Leigh
Bianca Pruscinio
Hannah Sehl
Alice Marie Vanstone
Jeremy Vassallo
Chris James Waters

BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGY (HONOURS)
Rama Agung-Igusti
Sejla Beslagic
Robert Bonett
Giulia Flammea
Nicholas George Kourakis
Georgina J Larin
Erini Leonaki
James Lindsay Mewett
Daniel Pagliaionga
Mohamed Tayba

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (HONOURS) (BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES)
Jack Bolton
Jessica Clark
Abdullatif Dib
Mdudula Dinesh-Kumar
Jonathan Edward Escalante
Adam Steven Fazekas
Thushira Gammunwe
Ana Gazibegovic
Kathleen Anne Mikkelsen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (HONOURS) [NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCES]
Charmin Sujaanthu Silva

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK (HONOURS)
Karen June Fitzpatrick
Izak Hiensch
Anton Sjoestrand

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN COUNSELLING
Natalie Bonfa
Monique Camilleri
Brendan Alan Johnson
Bojana Mladenovic
Hayley Judith Mutton
Sharryn Carmel Shaw

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN PSYCHOLOGY
Melissa Marie Markopoulos
Nisha Un Shim Rajbhandari

MASTER OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
Marija Spasenoska

MASTER OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY (COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY)
Samuel Peter Keast

MASTER OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY (SPORT PSYCHOLOGY)
Pinar Akgun

MASTER OF COUNSELLING
Amel Abdulkadir
Erin Anderson
Imogen Brown
Fahmi Khaldoon
Rebecca Anne Magri
Bethany McLean
Madison Peta Morrison
Chris Naqvi
Cedric Jean Paul Racoute

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE
Ruby Sara Pritchard

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE (OSTEOPATHY)
Luke Francis Abels
Kathryn Helen Barker
Jonathan Mitchell Bird
Simon Christopher Blair
Luke James Bryan
Sarah Jade Cipollone
Laura Joanna Clifford
David Cork
Michael Anthony Lance Crisp
Prashan De Mel
Kevin John De Waal
Leonardo Gerardo Di Giorgio
Sarah Anne Lisa Duggan
Sammy Fahd
Jack Thomas Feehan
Aaron Michael Fernandes
Emily Jane Findeisen
Luis Goldbaum
Madeleine May Grant
Jonathan Harbis
Matthew John Hardwick
Michael Brett Johno
Jessica Kaczmarek
Breanna Lauren Kerr
Zeynep Kiraz
Grace Elizabeth Knight
Faustine Adele Lariba
Melissa Ann Layton
Georgia Lauren Le Maitre
Craig Graeme Lia

Mitchell Charles Mee
Goabaone Ernest Molelekwa
Jane Moroz
Mary Ainslie Morris
Kirsten Samantha Murray
Vincent Muscat
Rebecca Anne Naylor
Cheryise Alofa Ngawaka
Matthew Henry O’Neill
Callan Brian Reid
Sarah-Rae Slater
Natarsha Smith
Sarah Louise Sturges
Kane Ashley Theisinger
April Helen Thewlis
Martin Tran
Thomas Vernon
Christopher Leslie Walker
Andelys Kate Warren
Ben William Weavell
Marc Peter Weir
Lachlan Philip White
Hannah Jean Wilkerson
Melanie Yalpur
Brett Andrew Yuriusch

MASTER OF PSYCHOANALYSIS (RESEARCH AND CLINICAL STUDIES)
Nicol Anastasia Thomas

MASTER OF PSYCHOLOGY (CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY)
Annemarie Sidney Hindle
Andrew Keegan
Miriam Posselt
Glenn Michael Ross
BACHELOR OF LAWS
- with Honours
  Adam Alfred Attard
  Taylor Ann Billington
  Holly Kathleen Boylan
  Reee James Cameron
  Toni Mara Marie Jewell
  Alexander Petakos
  Mi Thian-De Wind
  Nicola Jane Thompson-Donnelly
  Eleni Vallianos

BACHELOR OF LEGAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
  Manjit Kaur
  Jessica Beverley Kirkley

BACHELOR OF LEGAL SERVICES
  Zineta Bajrovic
  Dzenita Imeri

BACHELOR LAWS / BACHELOR BUSINESS (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)
  Khang Chi Dinh
  Hannah Jane Eggleston

BACHELOR OF LAWS / BACHELOR ARTS
  Amanda Catherine Ford
  Leslie Ruan Gurusinghe
  Carlos Manuel Quaresma
  Michelle Ann Rosal
  Kieran Lucas Sheehan
  Abigail Elizabeth Williams
  Tyler Jade Winkler

BACHELOR OF LAWS - with Honours / BACHELOR OF ARTS
  Macabe Dangerfield
  Daniel Scida

BACHELOR OF LAWS - WITH HONOURS / BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INTERNATIONAL TRADE)
  Susan Surgie Thomas

BACHELOR OF LAWS / BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (ACCOUNTING)
  Abanoub William
  Amy Marie Yanni

BACHELOR OF LAWS / BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (BANKING AND FINANCE)
  Cassandra Maria Lobo
  Amruta Manoj Pendharkar

BACHELOR OF LAWS / BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)
  Deanna Lastrina
  Andrew Mitrovic
  Isabella Muccio

BACHELOR OF LAWS / BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (MANAGEMENT AND INNOVATION)
  Sarah Claire Dressler
  Eliza Kate Evans

BACHELOR OF LAWS (HONOURS)
  Jana Nicole Campbell
  Marianne Eyar
  Jerome Leigh Keating
  Patrick Rose

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN AUSTRALIAN IMMIGRATION LAW AND PRACTICE
  Saeed Jamshidi Fard
  Tariq Ameer
  Simon Andrews
  Rosa Balli
  Juliano Philip Bashi
  Cathy Chonsarat Buranakrisda
  Chee Khim Chan
  Tiffany Chan
  Freddy Pook Siew Chong
  Barbara Kakala Finau
  Jaturapat Jeanswannakorn
  Nazwa Khalib
  Minder Kumar
  Trong Thanh Hoa Le
  Lin Fei Lin
  Wenbo Lu
  Miao Leang
  Zoulheir Mawlawi
  Thomas Patrick O’Connor
  Nobal Sallib
  Akbar Pasha Shaik
  Pratibha Sharma
  Nripendra Shrethta
  Bhipinder Singh
  Neena Thakkar
  Christine Thanh Huong Tran
  Hui Wang
  Yi Wang
  Karen Xie
  Waseem Mohammad Yousef
  Xiaoyu Zhang

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE (PHYSICAL EDUCATION - SECONDARY)
  Nicole Lorraine Little

BACHELOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE (CLINICAL PRACTICE)
  James Addy
  Lucas Jonathan Baldock
  Laura Joy Bashford
  Kirby Emma Cameron
  Rochelle Sheree Coloni
  William Scott Dooley
  Abby Alexandra Esdale
  Rebekah Faure
  Jayden Hedington
  Olivia Jevic
  Carl James Johnston
  Andrew Yeow Kung
  Aidan Paul Little
  Dean Anthony Luzzi
  Yohanes Negassi
  Wing Ng
  Wen Hwang Pok
  Michelle Linda Russell
  Baan Sako
  Dean Thomas Saunders
  Nicole Louise Saunders
  Leilani Jessica Siaomoa
  Brittni Adell Slade
  Laura Natalie Speed
  Nikkki Spencer
  Odysseus Tan
  Linnetta Taskovski
  Jordan Leonard Waiite
  Ashlee Kate Walburg

BACHELOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE (SPORT PRACTICE)
  Kadeem Aarons
  Fabian Brancatisano
  Yunus Celebi
  Paris Claudia Craft
  Cosette Hendrika Cuschieri
  Sonia De Rose
  Adrian Giannetta
  Jake Greiser
  Dean Thomas Halliwell
  Todd Jonathan Kenny
  Aaron Arthur Liedke
  Brett Moorfoot
  Joshua William Rogowski
  Jaston Soares
  Elizabeth Jane Thomas
  Ryan Valente

BACHELOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE & HUMAN MOVEMENT
  Xavier Reicha

BACHELOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT SCIENCE
  Candice Michelle MacDonald
  Aaron William McLean
  Paul Joseph Parker
BACHELOR OF SPORT AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
Achilleas Stephan
Taryn Rose Boyd
Stuart Hobijn-Allen
Andrew Clements Hochegger
Jake Francis Kenneth Paul
Andreas Sarimihalidis

BACHELOR OF SPORT COACHING
Jarrod Bunker

BACHELOR OF SPORT COACHING (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)
Peter Mathew Catsourakis
Jack Charles George
Luke Groves

BACHELOR OF SPORT COACHING (SPORT SCIENCE)
Evan Berger
Annie-Rose Cassar
Max Clarke
Cassandra Maree Faccin
Brandon Galanti
Joshua Alexander Kapuranovski
Andre David Leslie
Shane Paul Mottram
Jarrod Rutley
Matthew Gerard Shiel
Joshua Anthony Stephens
Matthew Ayden Sultana
Nathan Walsh

BACHELOR OF SPORT MANAGEMENT
Alexander Joseph Benbow
Liam Cavanagh
Ondrea Duncan
Gavin Howard
Xhulio Hoxhalli
Samuel Peter Hurdiss
Christopher Garry Jankovic
Dean Tyler Johnson
Simon Kaplan
Liam James Lambert
Adam Lowe
Jack Samuel McDonald
Tessa McDonald
Alexandra Jane Oates
Nicholas Treble
Ranee Wanninsiat
Jesse Aaron Webster
Aaron James Wright

BACHELOR OF SPORT SCIENCE (EXERCISE SCIENCE)
Shruti Sunil Bhadurje
Julian Chu
Jarryd John Clements
Tristan Huw Davies
Jake Michael Davis
Jackie Emma Dowell
Jaymee Adriana Dwyer-Stone
Jaexon Alexander Evans-Turner
Maria Frederikos
Corey Jay Halliday
Jacob Patrick Heyen
Ali Kandemir
Jack Dylan Keiller
Ashley Yi Qiang Low

Brandon James Lowe
Joshua Michael McDonald
Alvaro Eduardo Majica-Millan
Logan Geoffrey Morey
Luke Anthony Neville
Aangan Parbhakar
Andrea Spivorski
Joel Michael Tippett
Jason Udagedara
Andrew John Vella
Kelsey Anne Wells
Xiaoan Yuan

Bradley Thomas Neyland
Ryley Norris
Elise Jane Nunn
Jordan Osborne
Samuel Papafotou-Mollaj
Matthew Parker
Andrew Pateras
Pham Thi Ngoc Trinh
Mitchell John Proud
Kate Marie Radojcic
John William Rafferty
Leteasha Domenique Ruberto
Adrian Russo
Aycan Sonmez
Cameron James Shanks
Laura Adelaide Taylor
Jayden William Tomkins
Sera Cansen Ustun
Luke Samuel Vraza
Kim Maree Wheeldon
Mitchell Wilson

BACHELOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE & HUMAN MOVEMENT / BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES
Georgia Hanman Champion
Mitchell Lane Crellin
Kris Alan Dacevski
Patrick John Fisher
Aaron Harrison Heppell
Sarah Louisa Hetherington
Cassandra Nesici
Shane Daniel Nixon
Joshua Luke Raymer
Joshua Daniel Rhodes
Lauren Joy Staveley
Dylan Andrew Ian Vaughan

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (MARKETING)
Hayden Andrew Foster
Mitchell Reid
Billy Jai Robertson
Trent John Sincovich
Aaron James Teesdale
Daniel Mark Thompson

BACHELOR OF SPORT SCIENCE (HUMAN MOVEMENT)
Peter Mathew Catsourakis
Jack Charles George
Luke Groves

BACHELOR OF SPORT BUSINESS (MARKETING)
Kelly Bowley
Jade Catherine Perceval

BACHELOR OF SPORT SCIENCE (HUMAN MOVEMENT) / BACHELOR OF SPORT MANAGEMENT
Jessica Abela

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN SPORT INTEGRITY
Kenneth Jacobs
Tony Keane
Cameron Scott Mills

MASTER OF CLINICAL EXERCISE SCIENCE AND REHABILITATION
Jeremy Wayne Dunn
Jessica Florence Ellis
Rosita Pauline Glenister
Taylor Lee Holmes
Jessica Marie Horner
Mette Oezdemir
Steven Tirabassi
Luke Vesnaver

MASTER OF SPORT BUSINESS AND INTEGRITY
Christopher Ronald Banbury
Brian Patrick Daly
Jack Ponsford
Ghazy Akbar Madhan

MASTER OF SPORTS SCIENCE (FOOTBALL PERFORMANCE)
Mohseni Solaman
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DIPLOMA OF BUSINESS
(ENTERPRISE)

Felicia Adicandra
Miguel Albert
Khalid Ali M Absolem
Divani Harind Bandara Udumvita
Aluthgedara
An Jia
An Ying
Adeeba Ayesh
Bai Mengdie
Bai Ruolin
Bai Yumeng
Bai Yuxin
Bao Yuxin
Bi Yina
Cao Heyang
Cao Jingyang
Cao Xi
Cao Yiming
Chai Yuhao
Chang Luting
Chang Naixin
Chang Ziyan
Hanan Saleem Chaudhry
Chen Huimei
Chen Jia Feng
Chen Jiayi
Chen Kaitong
Chen Keqin
Chen Qijiang
Chen Shiyu
Chen Sidi
Chen Siqi
Chen Xingxuan
Chen Yichun
Chen Yidi
Chen Yilin
Chen Yiming
Chen Yingying
Chen Yumin
Chen Yuxin
Cheng Cai
Cheng Jinlin
Cheng Xin
Cheng Xiyu
Chen Xiaoting
Chong Jianrong
Chu Bei
Chu Yinghui
Cong Chang
Cui Guanyu
Cui Jianxiang
Cui Jiatao
Cui Jingyan
Cui Jingyi
Cui Kai
Cui Sijia
Cui Xinran
Cui Yaxin
Dai Yao
Deng Chun Ge
Ding Haolu
Ding Juan
Ding Mengying
Dong Yuning
Dong Qingxin
Dong Ruiqi
Dong Xingping
Dong Yi
Du Jinhui
Du Junan
Du Shuang
Du Shunwen
Du Tancheng
Du Xiaorui
Du Xiaoyan
Du Yuxuan
Du Yuyao
Du Zheng
Aguir Dut
Fan Tao
Fang Dazheng
Feng Jiaojia
Feng Lin
Feng Luming
Feng Qingyi
Feng Shiliao
Feng Shuang
Feng Tianshu
Feng Xin Yao
Fernando Kuruvage Remasha
devni Rasanji
Daniel Franza
Fu Can
Fu Shiyu
Fu Shuyu
Fu Yang Yang
Fu Zhongqiang
Gao Baihui
Gao Naixin
Gao Ruyue
Gao Shenghuan
Gao Shirui
Gao Wei
Gao Wengjing
Gao Xue
Gao Yuxiang
Gao Qi
Gao Zixuan
Gao Ziyu
Ge Junxi
Ge Xiaoyu
Geng Jiaxin
Geng Mengyao
Geng Zeling
Gong Xue
Gong Yifan
Gong Yihan
Gu Xiaolin
Gu Yu Xuan
Guan Huei
Guan Xiaoyu
Guan Xiyuan
Guan Yifang
Gui Xiangying
Guo Baojian
Guo Biaoyan
Guo Qiaohen
Guo Liwei
Guo Qi
Guo Qiantong
Guo Xue Fei
Han Dongni
Han Jinxi
Han Kangqia
Han Lingzhi
Han Xu
Han Yishan
Han Yuan
Han Yuqi
Hao Yutong
He Jia Tong
He Jiaxu
He Jie
He Lili
He Mengfan
He Shan
He Shuyuan
He Tong
He Xingxuan
He Yixin
He Yun Tong
Hou Yunxia
Hu Beibei
Hu Binghao
Hu Chao
Hu Mengyu
Hu Qifan
Hu Xueya
Hu Yating
Huang Jiaxing
Huang Xiaofan
Huang Xin Wei
Ji Xiangfei
Ji Xiaoge
Ji Ying
Jia Hao
Jia Jia
Jia Jing
Jia Ying Qi
Jian Hao
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Fang
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Jiao Jie
Jiao Xinxin
Jiao Yu Wei
Jiang Bowen
Jiang Cheng
Jiang Jiayang
Jiang Jiayi
Jiang Jun
Jiang Lin
Jiang Yi
Ayub Shuria
Anel Smajic
Chris Sotiropoulos
John Stranieri
Xin Su
Paul Tamburo
Brandon Tran
Denis Tisara
Aaron Jason Van Emmerik
Adam Alexander Walter
Philip John Walton
Anucha Wannapong
Brandon Williams
Joshua Sean Woodcock
Daniel Joe Xuereb

**CERTEIFICATE II IN SPOKEN ENGLISH**

Eklhas Najeeb Haeeb Abba
Rofaydah Abdur Hamid
Berhane Haddush Abhra
Puja Advikari
Moids Bakshi Solman Ali
Mohannad Nasir Eesoo Alkateb
Wasan Faraj Essa Al Kateb
Ashokkumar Anthonypillai
Farah Jarullah Yaled Asehak
Luka Autiak Akot Autiak
Sahib Yousuf Karoome Babawe
Yousif Ayoob Baba Babawi
Basim Butrus Majeed Babawi
Nataly Nasir Yohana Babawy
Ramia Salim Matti Baheena
Vivian Noah Basheer Basheer
Mary Acvei Malual Buong
Himanshu Bist
Prakash Anandraj

**COOKERY CERTIFICATE III IN ASIAN**

Ming Han Yong
Tim Vong
Richie Trinh
Lindsay Herbert Toulmin
Anthony Surace
Gurnek Singh
John Serdaris
Troy Sandstrom
Muhammad Saifullah
Luke James Murnane
Ruth Beatrice Morton
Luk James Murnane
Abad Musa

**SERVICES CERTIFICATE III IN BEAUTY SERVICES**

Katherine Abdel-Massih
Angela Albano
Sienna Ambrose
Renu Bala
Ashley D’Azzena
Melissa Di Bartolo
Shannon Cordello Doherty
Alisha Domeyer-Naja
Jasmine Ellul-Stephens
Sophie-An Goullet
Grecia Guzman
Isabelle Rose Hart
Meerna Hermiz
Lu Lu Maran Lu Lu Maran
Isabella Mitsud
Georgia Morrison
Georgia Kate O’Cairiarch
Jenna Robinson
Madison Ann Rookledge
Vanessa Swiderski
Andrea Yazzbek
Genevieve Zoch

**CERTEIFICATE III IN BRICKLAYING/BLOCKLAYING**

Ruiyu Chen
Eunjung Choi
Raguchandran Dharmalingam
Jiali Fu
Hua Gao
Peng Gao
Yunlin He
Huili Hou
Qiaoqiao Huang
Venkatesh Kamalakkannan
Mamta Kumari
Chun Ngai Li
Chunling Li
Dapeng Li
Hongda Li
Wensli Li
Lihan Lin
Yanhu Liu
Miao Lu
Yaqin Luo
Wenying Ma
Vinij Manjalparambil Kuman
Haifeng Piao
Inder Singh Rawat
Guowei Ren
Gurpinder Singh
Parminder Singh
Lin Tian
Xin Wan
Hongxia Wang
Kewen Wang
Sen Wang
Shaoyu Wang
Yuping Wang
Qiushi Wen
Ruibin Yao
Jinhe Zhang
Ql Zhang
Hongyang Zen
Xiaodi Zhou
Jin Zou

**CERTEIFICATE III IN BARBERING**

Mia Crysta Jarrett

**CERTEIFICATE III IN CARPENTRY**

Sam Williams-Green

**MAKING CERTIFICATE III IN CABINET MAKING**

Cameron James Barrasso
Joshua Stephen Bench
Daniel Bonifacio
Kyle John Brown
Alexander Chrysostomou
Robert Defelice
Ryan Dempsey
Jon Di Gregorio
James Padouan Dunwoodie
Timothy Evans
Keegan James Gilbert
Nicholas Green
Ryan Joel Handley
Michael Heaney
Julian Michael Heaney
Nicholas Micetic
Robert Odzovski
Tom Allan Ogden
Adam Paradise
Scott Allan Parsons
Christopher John Edwin Peters
Mario Petrovic
Timothy Plesa
Aaron Psaila
Nathan James Quarter
Callum Sapwell
James Sarpi
Theodore Ted Staveley
Martin Strasser
Daniel Sanjgear Tame

Matthew Doyle
Changqin He
Chengchuan Hu
Pa Khu
Yichao Lin
Gongying Liu
Innocent Nzewega
Christopher Petroutsopoulos
Ralmuang Rengthlang
Qiang Shi
Duh Sang Thangem
Shaun Richard Williams
Honghua Yu
Ting Yu
Dongfeng Zheng
Dawn Hlei Par Hlownceu
Eh Doh Moo Htoo
Zena Jaber
Min Li
Zeinab Mirhashemi
Razia Mohammadi
Manjia Pavela
Phuhtixay Phutthibandith
Marisol Rodriguez De Azmitia
Ghazwan Saleem
Bi Bi Wi Sang
Natasa Stjivic
Li Zhao

CERTIFICATE III IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND CARE
Ilana Jayne Davoli
Halima Osman

CERTIFICATE III IN ELECTROTECHNOLOGY ELECTRICIAN
Aaron James Atiken
Nasif Bolla
Jason Anthony Blazanin
Bradley William Brown
Luke Caravana
John Coogan
Liam John Diquattro
Rabbiil George Harb
Andrew David Huggleston
Deacon Charles Millward
Nicholas Michael Nasarenko
James Nguyen
Yasin Ozanlar
Jordan Paschalidis
Sanjaykumar Arvindbhai Patel
Luke Pesci
Nathan Charles Portelli
Roiineel Prasad
Angelo Riccio
Benjamin Geoffrey Ryan
Hamish William Ryan
Joshua Branson Shaw
Hassan Sobhan
Ljubisa Tesnjak
Huy Quang Tong
Ryan James Verrocchi
Khanh Tuan Vu
Aaron Wait
Thomas Maxwell Weyburn
Jeremy Youngs

CERTIFICATE III IN ELECTROTECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS ELECTRICIAN
Dion Kristero Lea

CERTIFICATE III IN ENGINEERING (MANUFACTURING TRADE)
Youself Aghaei
Mitchell John Athanasi
Jake Caravello
Mitchell Case
Mitchell Ceko
Heping Chen
Meiman Chen
Richard Cousins
James Duller
Simon Peter Fooz
Ricardo Antonio Garcia Leal
Brian Jack Graham
Volkam Gunceler
Haisheng Guo
Jeremy Hadley Johnson
Mark Jones
Samuel Kennedy
Euhaa Kim
Jiawei Li
Xiaorui Liu
David McDonald
David Alexander McLarty
Njubulo Mazviya
Arsham Nazemi
Quang Dam Nguyen
Van Nganh Nguyen
Bhavesh Dineshchandra Patel
Mark MacDonald Phiiri
Ashley Rattray
Thomas Raunik
Kevin Joseph Regan
Johnathan Serrano
Tyrel Lamon Stamachuan
Fei Suo

CERTIFICATE III IN ENGINEERING (MECHANICAL TRADE)
Balgir Balbir
Pargol Boroumandrad
Bipin Chacko
Quentin Wade Chalmers
Kripesh Chathangat
Andrew Claasen
Dhamee Denadhayalan
Andrew Earnshaw
Salman Farsian
Troyden Anthony Fonseka
Gustavo Henrique Frasseto
Sayooj Kurian George
Stone Havadi
Nivethan Ilagovan
Saniyo Joseph
Kiran Joy
Krishnakumar Kakakkattuory Gopi
Vijin Keloth Cherukandy
Patton Koster
Hitish Kumar
Sharwan Kumar
Lovemore Magoronga
Tsz Ching Mak
Nagarajan Mariyavannan
Johnny Manotii
Maxwell Mantadauny
Gladmore Mbizi
David Alexander McLarty
Melati Moghim
Harriet Sefhulo Moyo
Nqobani Moyo
Keith Michael Mulhearn
Sandeeep Mulloorpeedikayil
Thomas
Valentine Muradzika
Cornelius Mushure
bijesh Naranga Purath
Dhiraj Singh Negi
Pias Nhembachena
Liju Nrirappel Velaysudhan
Simon Nota
Paul Anthony Owen
Dinesh Kumar Palaiyah
Harishkumar Shankil Patel
Nyjiht Poovullathil
Nikhil Punathil
Albert Saika
Prasanth Sasidharan Pillai
Jinto Scaria
Saeed Shafaghinia
Corey Shank
Joshua Spiteri
Vinod Kumar Tewari
Arun Thazhathel
Mathew Thukalan Damu
Wilson Tome
John Tsere
Dileesh Kumar Vambanamkuzhi
Nikola Verescuk
Nirmal Vijaya Kumar
Darren Brian Williams
Edson Zidana

CERTIFICATE III IN HAIRDRESSING
Elle Mayle
Nikon Ray
Naveen Rupaswamy
Anu Reeta Karolina Sava
Jenna Tapplin
Deanna Rose Vasiljevic
Marnie Ward
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Toya Wells
Ashlee Paige Wilson
Sheridan Wright
Jessica Zoghieib

CERTIFICATE III IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
Delphi Jordana Anderson
Mina Anwaar
Sukanya Ashish Bagade
Rhiamar Bautista
Shawkatara Begum
Baneet Kaaur Bhasin
Elizabeth Bossong
Lalagofa'Atosi Chand
Lisa Cottee
Seron Cuzzilla
Rebecca Jane Di Benedetto
Sophia Dosouza
Louise Elson
Amandeep Kaur Gumber
Wasudha Gupta
Tahanie Ibrahim
Kazy Md Subbir Irsm
Navjot Kaur
Louiza Stanley Lal
Olga Markova
Christine Susan Nelson
Kim Nguyen
Britney Oosterlaan
Kajal Patel
Kamini Patel
Bithi Kana Paul
Rajneet Kaaur Kaur
Jaime Tomlinson
Htoo Doh Soe Wai
Hashem Hajji Wako
Yaping Wu

CERTIFICATE III IN INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT
Nashern Koul Shoul Kong

CERTIFICATE III IN INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT (AGEING)
Sureka Devi Mohadeb

CERTIFICATE III IN INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT (AGEING, HOME AND COMMUNITY)
Fatima Albouswaylum
Jade Maree Andersen
Sally Michelle Blake
Mizan Grace Rosenthal Brown
Alexander Edwards
Zena Elbaba
Khalid Elshafee
Ahmed Ibrahim Suliman Enam
Rica Ann Engalla
Maria Francesca Infante
Lucie Nicole Jacobs-Nichols
Damandeep Kaur
Annie Kim
Nyarob Magek
Kai Merry
Gregory Russell Rogers
Rebecca Sherman
Passang Yangzom

CERTIFICATE III IN INFORMATION, DIGITAL MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY
Marco Cabarrubias
Aengus Copeland
Ayo Shohani Mohamed Fairoze

CERTIFICATE III IN PATISSERIE
Erica Saji George
Diya Khanna
Tharindu Indunil Ranatunga
Min Zhou

CERTIFICATE III IN PLUMBING
Duncan Agius
Jevdet Jeff Amit
Jesse Bickley
Joel Bistrick
Heath James Bradbury
Matthew Jordan Brett
Antony Breznik

Ashojyothi Kunchiparthi
Paw Khee La
Diana Logan
Mustapha Kulayl
Roberto Marioli
Nash Mitris
Kunuzu Mohamed
Hsa Hsa Moo
Amaku Nial
Sri Rajbhavan Pavanathan
Ery Rutaiqiu
Malkanthi Monica Samankula
Danny Anthony Simioni
Karen Singles
Eden Hlabebi Tesfahans
Rhai Muem Thin Tuq
Joshua Michael John Thomson
Jimma Tomlinson
Htoo Doh Soe Wai
Hashem Haji Wako
Yaping Wu

CERTIFICATE III IN HEALTH SERVICES ASSISTANCE
Ayoub Abaker
Nilofar Babesi
Harmanjit Badhan
Harrison Baker
Arnel Banson
Fate Beker
Aregawit Berhie
Jesus Bernal Garrido
Catherine Cave
Aida Colak
Rashika Dolah
Khah Doo
Luke Dean-Tasker
Ivana Delic
Madelin Disney
Sonja Leigh Dooley
Silvia Dourmisis
Taree Lar Soe Taree Lar Soe
Ester Egal
Harry Ewald
Tasnuva Faruq
Sine Moges Gosho
Saywah Htoo
Huyen Tran Huynh
Karen Italia-Vermata
Gebregiorgis Kassay
Faloku Kengo
Carla Knowles

CERTIFICATE IV IN ACCOUNTING
Lee Arthur
Elizabeth Bond
Bitelhem Frezgi
Krzyzstof Jozef Kuras
Jamie Kieran Sedgman
Christine Stellini
Nalanyin Suresh
Kaweri Suthakar
Drazan Tobin
Crystal Leeanne Vukorepa

CERTIFICATE IV IN AGEING SUPPORT
Nyakuir Akol
Evelyn Catbagan
Shanti Kaur
Swarnijit Kaur
Qiao Lin
Ashlee Paige McGillivray
Valerie Scholes
Yasmeen Shah
Remarte John Villeta
Travis Zappa

CERTIFICATE IV IN ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS
Shaun Parker

CERTIFICATE IV IN ASIAN COOKERY
Jinsen Lin
Xixiu Qiu
Guangming Xiao
Huanishi Zhang
Xianbing Zhang

CERTIFICATE IV IN BEAUTY THERAPY
Zahra Fatemi
Idelia Lai

CERTIFICATE IV IN BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION
Joe Anthony De Cato
Mina Matthew Mikhail

CERTIFICATE IV IN BUSINESS
Heidi-Ell Angst
Lee Boii
Sebastian Bongiorno
Jaquelin Jasmin Escolante
Maria Salome Joseph
Evangelia Kotsidis
Susan Liang
Agob Malath
George Mantha
Thu Thi Anh Nguyen
Pelenatee Soo Choon
Abdirahman Noor Noor

CERTIFICATE IV IN COMMERCIAL COOKERY
Gaurav Asija
Arunachalam Ganapathy Sundari
Louis Johnson
Tiago Maciel Gontijo
Jakesh Michael

Zahra Sofarpour
Wannarat Somprasong
Ghaith Saad Moussa Yako
Loganathan Sabarinathan
Mariano Velazquez
Marcelo Wolfarth
Roy Andrew Wood

CERTIFICATE IV IN COMMUNITY SERVICES
Maria Cristina Cardero Manosalva
Gideon Tha Na Napoleon
Tegan Fany Nolan
Ike Eve Ravonitsry

CERTIFICATE IV IN COMMUNITY SERVICES WORK
Demi Chu

CERTIFICATE IV IN DISABILITY
Haj Abdelnour Haj
Madeline Langdale
Phuong Anh Ngoc Nguyen
Zachary Sheppard-Poynton
Michael James Arthur Stephens
Lue Stevens
Candice Virant
Tuo Thi Hong Vuong

CERTIFICATE IV IN EAL (ACCESS)
Yousif Saad Marzega Abba
Samah Mohamed Adam
Pa Sui Chialing
Taeuk Kang
Rajinder Kaur
Hser Ker Pru Htoo Kow
Yunjing Kim
Lidija Lukoska
Priscillah Achol Majok
Mang Pone Uap Mang
Munira Durri Mohamed
Amaka Nial
Mahalakshmi Ponraj
Paymana Saweqa
Nghia Truong
Tuan Nei Ting Tuan Nei Ting
August Htoo Zar

CERTIFICATE IV IN EAL (FURTHER STUDY)
Karim Assaad
Van Cam
Hemin Chen
Ilidar Daoukaev
Mohamed Musaf Ahmed
Seyyedeh Elahe Shahnemati

CERTIFICATE IV IN EDUCATION SUPPORT
Linda Bui
Cecelia Anna Chan
Brittany Rose Crane
Tessa Day
Ferry Dharmawan
Merwette Ethoge
Lynne Maree Evans
Shinobu Furuta
Alexandra Galgano
Glen Liren Huang
Jeana Nhi Uyen Huynh
Tomoko Kumabe
Tracey Maree Lucas
Tom Luu
Tahlia McCreery
Dijana Mollabeciri

Juliet Nakhla
Naomi Serratore
Shahzadi Sharif
Yolanda Katalina Soto
Angela Tattos
Maria Vagana
Kylie Maree Williams

CERTIFICATE IV IN ENGINEERING
Daniel Alberto Boza Loaiza
Bryan James Costantino
Benjamin Keenes
Joshua Peter Keenes
Danyel Angel Labavarde
David Alexander McLarty
Phillip Robert Morris

CERTIFICATE IV IN HEALTH SCIENCES FOUNDATIONS
Zahra Abbasinehat
Parvanek Akbari
Amy Annett
Naomi Cash
Ghanieh Daghagheheleh
Mary Colleen Mykha De Guzman
Nora Dese
Fouad Elas
Tsegab Gebretsadik
Betelhem Bekele Getiso
Rebecca Goulinas
Franck Lufalanga Ibizi
Anet Jestin
Baljinder Kaur
Tsigie Kflay
Shamin Bivanka Mahaloyage
Mahta Alsdoot Mir Samei
Rhiannon Miteff
Bronwen Moore
Tayla Morison
Joshua Murphy
Kathryn Mary Mutton
Prisiltle Juliette Desiree No
Ashley Nowland
Lenso Rashid
Clinton John Russell
Sung Len Sung Len
Cung Thluai
Thu Chi Lan Truong

CERTIFICATE IV IN HOSPITALITY
Ngoc Cam Hoang

CERTIFICATE IV IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Michael Camilleri
Justin Embry
Benjamin Hamono
Ali Osman
Lord Tina

CERTIFICATE IV IN INTERACTIVE DIGITAL MEDIA
Nicole Michaela Jordan Bert
Laura Falduto

CERTIFICATE IV IN LIBERAL ARTS
Felicity Baird
Dominic Michael Castrogiovanni

CERTIFICATE IV IN LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES
Concetta Angelone
Peter Geraedts
Josephine Grenouille
Ahlam Aweys Sheikh Mohamed

CERTIFICATE IV IN LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN PRINCIPLES
Tracy Lynette White

CERTIFICATE IV IN NURSING
Pinky Urayenza

CERTIFICATE IV IN OUTDOOR RECREATION
Shannon Lois Kennedy
Georgia Ellen Punton

CERTIFICATE IV IN PROFESSIONAL WRITING AND EDITING
Loretta Carley
Rebecca Louise Coleman

CERTIFICATE IV IN SCREEN AND MEDIA (INTERACTIVE MEDIA)
Hana Hadzic
Dylan Michael Pamintuan
Tyrone Taulli

CERTIFICATE IV IN TERTIARY PREPARATION
Emily Michelle Johnston

CERTIFICATE IV IN TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT
Kadeem Aarons
Hatim Abdul Hamid
Luiza Abreu
Sandra Acone
A F M Mahbub Alam
Marylo Alfouro
Nehad Ali
Ashal Yasir Amunisri
Sithi Nalakoon
Ballalana Gunasanka
Emma Kate Anderson
Nomer Hernandez Angeles
Young Sam Au
Gulsmin Aydemir
Prabhiyot Bal
Trent Fletcher Barclay
Silveanne Margaret Beaton
Adam Richard Bernardo
Sally Betts
Fronica Binnis
Brooke Michelle Bonney
Peter Bruschi
Rebecca Ellen Bullock
Luke Vincent Campbell
David Philip Caruana
Shilpa Chandrapalika
Sandene Michelle Chetwynd
Mariaelen Costanza
Edwin William Couzens
Filomena Coviello
Jacinta D’Angelo
Katrina D’Angelo
Renee D’Angelo
Terry Daskalieros
Melissa Joy Decelis

Duat Deng Yong Deng
Candice Densley-Churchill
Shonol Desmann
Leticia Doger
Christopher Ross Donald
Nicole Elizabeth Donaldson
Sarah-Jane Louise Dyenerturth
Emma Priyadharshini Edwards
Abir El Kardi
Ian Charles Elsun
Jodie Maree Faralla
Aroaj Fatima
Maree Faulkner
Adrian Favazza
Shelley Foster
Zdenka Gabrielo
Britany Giles
Andrew Geoffrey Gillet
Kerry Golding
Jacinta Goldsack
Christopher Grech
Anna-Louise Greed
Katherine Greville
Belinda Jane Grimoldi
Stuart Mackenzie Grosser
Patrick Gunawan
Andrew Gunn
Ray Ha
Michael John Hallpike
Burak Hamdemir
Emmalou Kate Hansen
Angela Louise Hay
Wassim Hebish
Marianne Hevern
Jennifer Susanne Hogan
Monique Louise Hook
Ashley Maree Howden
Marnie Simone Irving
Xiaohua Jia
Russell Andrew Johnsson
Rebecca Felicity Johnston
Raelene Jones
Jacob Mworia Kamenya
Brooke Kelly
Julia Rae Kerr
Saoyong Kim
Troy Koutrouvelis
Marzena Krawczak
Belinda Narelle Lance
Adrian Richard Lanigan
Heather Ruth Laurie
Pavani Lavu
Suzie Lazaridis
Bronwyn Celeste Lewis
Daniel Joseph Lo Giusto
Swee-Lian Low
Beth Alison Lyon
Sally Litchfield Mackenzie
Christine Mangion
Daniel Moran
Camilla Elena Marcocci
Rachel Martin
Amanda McDonald
Shelley Josephine McGlashan
Julianne Maree McKernan
Shannon McLeod
David John McMillan
Danny McNamara
Nicole Mcnamara
Ryan Mendzda
Dimashevich Michaelodakis
Rachel Middlebrook
Muhammad Moiyad
Ananye Nazar
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Bonnie Little
Lara Susan Gordon
Elizabeth Foster
Tiffany Carlson
Ebony Rae Borg
Angela Atonio
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Velina Stephanie Taskov
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Ashley Dipetta
Alexandra Jovana Diaz
Danielle Kathleen Courtney
Naomi Madeline Cormick
Chelsea-Rae Corbett
Rachael Borg
Elise Bloomcamp
Isabella Sera Bertolacci
Ikram Benhim
Lauren Beard
Mery Asan
Ganga Alokabandara
Qadir Mouna Abdo
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Paul Douglas McMillan
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Louie Miller
Summer Jasmine Thorsen-Lindley
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Sophie Emota
Fistum Engdawork
Gabriella Garofolo
Thi Nguyen Ha
Roukayah Haddara
Courtney Hayes
Bianca Iodice
Hai Thu Lan Phu Khi
Hayley Lawrence
Kim Le
Georgia Ruby Martin
Ashlee Montgomery
Yagmur Muftuel
Me Ng
Deborah Neira Jeldres
Thuy Bich Ngoc Nguyen
Carlee Jeanne Nixon
Debra Novita
Shilane Pallesen
Dominique Pascal
Lah Bwe Say Paul
Mikaelah Peppers
Gabby Angela Perri
Sarah Quintan
Zalthe Salih
Juliana Sbaglia
Kondasinghe
Mutilcharlange Nimanthi
Devwri Senarathna
Thomas Smith
Olivia Sobh
Ecehan Sorus
Nhu Ngoc Ta
Vivien Mui Wei Teo
Haani Tarun
Phuoc Thai Th Tran
Kymberley Vella
Natasha Vilar
Rabab Zain
Yijin Zhang
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Ash. Tuan Khoa Nguyen
Sii Ping Ting
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DANIELLA BROWN

DANIELA BROWN

DANIELLA BROWN

DANIELLA BROWN

DANIELLA BROWN
DIPLOMA OF SCREEN AND MEDIA - (SPECIALIST MAKE-UP SERVICES)
Monique Aberle
Tess Adamciewicz
Shabana Anwari
Alison Avram
Vanessa Belle
Brittany Burt
Keisha Cleland
Stephanie Cook
Laura Dalton
Tess Lindrea
Isabella Lussi
Peter McClure
Amelia Mills
Amy May Montgomery
Brooke O'Brien
April Peric
Linda Tep
Kathryn Webster

DIPLOMA OF SPECIALIST MAKE-UP SERVICES
Brittany Ampfea
Kubra Arli
Courteney Barber
Abbey Bertram
Hayley Cahill
Shelby Cassar
Sharnelle Chandler
Jade Ciaparra
Samantha Clark
Cheyenne Coad
Alexandra Cox
Rebecca Gauci
Kamila Gray
Tatiana Griffths
Eloise Simone Hogan
Seomoon Hong
Lily MacLean-Swann
Kate Miller
Shannon M O'Hehir
Krystal Parish
Caitlin Robson
Jasmine Schumacher
Miree Suban
Allana Torcasio
Marie Anne Lise Veronique
Vencatasawmy
Kiara Weight

DIPLOMA OF YOUTH WORK
Aaron James Formosa
Rebecca Elena Guascoine
Lerato Joy Masiyane
Emily Jane Money

ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF BUILDING DESIGN
Matthew Lawrence Carr
Natasha Natalia Jakovidis
Alexander Cyrus Pell
Carl Frank Tanwangco
Matthew Turner

ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF BUILDING SURVEYING
Vincenzo Sanfedele
Jonathan Smedley

ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Michael Mancewicz

ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Chirayu Brahmbhath
Mahesh Chahal
Thinet Pasinda Neshan Don
Ruchiranga Chamal
Ekanyake Prabin Ghimire
Shubham Guttu
Kiarash Refahi Esfandabadi
Nipun Lahiru Salwathura
Karanjitt Singh Sangha
Sudeep Shrewal
Jaideep Singh
Sunil Srinivas
Peter Terrence Zenonos

ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (ELECTRICAL)
Sean Jason Emery
Hasan Hodzic
Dilum Hasanka
Jayasundara
Ahmad Kamar El Dine
Timal Bathiya Konkanam
Pathiranage
Ahmad Moustafa
Geraldo Pescadero
Muhammad Shahroz
Kenan Umesh Munasinghe
Thanippulige Don

ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF LEGAL PRACTICE
Nervana Abdulovski
James Kuer Anhiany
Fatime Azisovski
John Achui Dhieu
Razan El Kassar
Michael Yai Garang
Gir Akol Gir
Breanna Margaret Horan

Htoo Say Paw Hsor
Anja Kupresak
Sasha Leon Molina
Bol Aweeng Machar
Madurat
Hayley Louise Dorothy Maguire
Marko Ketcho Ngachin
Seyda Ozen
Michael Enzo Perri
Joshua Robles
Scott Benjamin Ross
Yujie Shen
Natasha Singh
Simon Skorupski
Katarzyna Maria Stachera
Ece Yildiz

ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF MUSIC
Angela Gewargis
Gregory James Lucanera

ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF MUSIC INDUSTRY - (PERFORMANCE, COMPOSITION)
Mark Adrian Fitzgibbon

ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF MYOTHERAPY
Amanda Jane La Morticella
Taylah Maddison Lea
Shona Maria Powell
Bianca Maree Trimboi

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN MANAGEMENT
Dora Diamado Poulakis
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COLLEGE RESEARCH AND DOCTORAL AWARD

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Anushka Thejanganji Menike Mediwaththe
Thesis title: Impact of Heating and Shearing on Native Milk Proteins in Raw Milk
Sarah Kate Miller
Thesis title: Mesenchymal Stem Cells in Inflammatory Bowel Disease and Cancer
Sudarshan Rai
Thesis title: Understanding the role of MAsK in vascular pathology

MASTER OF SCIENCE (RESEARCH)
Gangani Uduwerella
Thesis title: A Novel Strategy for Minimizing Acid Whey Generation During Greek Yoghurt Production

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Anushka Thejanganji Menike Mediwaththe
Thesis title: Impact of Heating and Shearing on Native Milk Proteins in Raw Milk
Sarah Kate Miller
Thesis title: Mesenchymal Stem Cells in Inflammatory Bowel Disease and Cancer
Sudarshan Rai
Thesis title: Understanding the role of MAsK in vascular pathology

MASTER OF SCIENCE (RESEARCH)
Gangani Uduwerella
Thesis title: A Novel Strategy for Minimizing Acid Whey Generation During Greek Yoghurt Production

DOCTOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Helen Madden-Hallett
Thesis title: Generation Y’s Brand Perceptions of Industrial Unions in the Context of Declining Membership
David Namanya
Thesis title: Corporate Governance and the Financial Performance of Listed Companies in the East African Community
Wanamina Waehama
Thesis title: Critical Factors Influencing Ict Adoption Within A Thailand Government Department

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Tina Ivanov
Thesis Title: Graduate Ambulance Paramedic Training in Victoria: A Proactive Evaluation

DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
Sara Liu
Thesis Title: The impact of borderline personality traits on commitment in romantic relationships: An application of the investment model
Sandra Nguyen
Thesis Title: Comparison of Sleep Attitudes and Beliefs among Older Adult Vietnamese Migrants and Australians with and without Insomnia
Melanie Quinn
Thesis Title: Psychosocial Outcomes and Predictors of Distress among Military Spouses

AWARD OF THE UNIVERSITY

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Fahimeh Abedi
Thesis Title: Universal Standards for the Concepts of Fairness, Trust and Security in Online Dispute Resolution in B2C E-Disputes
SaJJal Kumar Adhikary
Thesis Title: Optimal Design of a Rain Gauge Network to Improve Streamflow Forecasting
Zeinab Ahmed
Thesis Title: Endogenous Muscle Proteases Involved in Softening Mechanisms and Release of Bioactive Peptides during Storage of Underutilized Fish Species
Seyed Morteza Alizadeh
Thesis Title: An Analytical Voltage Stability Model for Wind Power Plant Sizing and Siting in Distribution Networks
Choirunnisa Arifa
Thesis Title: Hedge Accounting, Corporate Governance, Risk Management and Company Value: A Mechanism Design Approach
Sarah Brooke
Thesis Title: Giving Flight to the Imagination: Using Pantomime to Tell the Story of Offt Schulwerk and a Family Music Setting
Firman Bunyamin
Thesis Title: Understanding Indonesian Economic Growth: Studies on Education, Structure, and Exports
Jessica Danaher
Thesis Title: Metabolic Mechanisms of the Fat Mass and Obesity-Associated (FTO) Gene
Vasudev Dehalvar
Thesis Title: Design and Performance Evaluation of Cognitive Radio for Real-Time Communication in Smart Grid
Alison Van Den Eynde
Thesis Title: What’s good for some is not good for others? A critical inquiry into what constrains and drives wellbeing travel participation in Australia
Erin Farrow
Thesis Title: Somewhere Between: The Shifting Trends in the Narrative Strategies and Preoccupations of the Young Adult Realistic Fiction Genre in Australia
Soheil Gohari
Thesis Title: Novel Mechanical Failure Assessment and Shape Control Methods for Smart Laminated Composite Structures
Khaled Ibn Abdul Hamid
Thesis Title: The Effect of Ozone on Ceramic Membranes for Applications to Secondary Treated Effluent
Jean Hopman
Thesis Title: Emotional work: applying reflexivity in teacher practice
Minerva Kyri-Nimakoh
Thesis Title: Management and referral of obstetric complications: a study in the Upper East Region of Ghana
Michelle Machado
Thesis Title: Anatomy learning and retention among students in a graduate-entry medical course
Monica Madyaningrum
Rachel McGuade
Thesis Title: Chemotherapy-Induced Gastrointestinal Dysfunction and Enteric Neuropathy
Kirsten Meyer
Thesis Title: Examining the Role of an Arts-Based Program in Enhancing Care Workers Capacity to Respond to Children and Young People
Erez Mosek
Thesis Title: Team Flow: The Missing Piece in Performance
Mema Motusaga
Thesis Title: Women in decision making in Samoa
Paris Nassirnna
Thesis Title: Integration and efficiency in port-oriented supply chains: The dynamics of the automotive import chains through the port of Melbourne.
Lannie O’Keefe
Thesis Title: Determining the Influence of Endocannabinoids in Skeletal Muscle Adiponecin Sensitivity in Diet Induced Obesity and Diabetes
Filippe Falcao Tebas Oliveira
Thesis Title: Like father, like daughter: Can maternal or early life exercise break the cycle of paternal diet-induced metabolic programming in female offspring?
Sally Osborne
Thesis Title: The Lived Experience of Risk for a Person with a Recent Diagnosis of Dementia (Alzheimer’s Type): A Hermeneutic Phenomenological Study
Ligia Pelosi
Thesis Title: Whispering Into Knowing: Teachers as Creative Beings
Amy Quayle
Thesis Title: Narrating Oppression, Psychosocial Suffering and Survival through the Bush Babies Project
Putu Indah Rahmawati
Thesis Title: Linking Corporate Social Responsibility, Tourism and Climate Change to Build Tourism Community Adaptive Capacity to Climate Change in Bali
Katsamaporn Rakson
Thesis Title: Identifying Mechanisms of Change in Foreign Policy: Four Cases of Change in Thai Foreign Policy between 1988-2011

Fazliyaton Binti Ramley
Thesis Title: The Effects of Event Schema on Prosocial Behaviour in Australia and Malaysia: A Cross-Cultural Interpretation of Helping Behaviour

Anna Roy
Thesis Title: The effect that 0-1602, 0-1918 or different dietary fatty acids have on whole body and skeletal muscle energy homeostasis, with a focus on putative cannabinoid receptor, adiponectin and fatty acid signalling.

Myrla Patricia Reis Sales
Thesis Title: Active Ageing: A Novel Dynamic Exercise Initiative for Older Adults to Improve Health and Well-Being

Irwyn Shepherd
Thesis Title: A Conceptual Framework for Simulation in Healthcare Education

Ferry Susanto
Thesis Title: High Resolution Environmental Modelling Application Using a Swarm of Sensor Nodes

Arief Dhany Sutadian
Thesis Title: Development of a Cost Effective River Water Quality Index: A Case Study of West Java Province, Indonesia

Feiyi Tang
Thesis Title: Link-Prediction and Its Application in Online Social Networks

Adam Usher
Thesis Title: Creating teachers as scholars: Meeting the challenges of 21C globalized education.

Nuwan Vithanage
Thesis Title: Mapping the Thermo-Tolerant Proteases in Ultra High Temperature (UHT) Treated Milk using Molecular Approaches

Peter Kai Cheung Wong
Thesis Title: Intelligent Distribution Voltage Control in The Presence of Intermittent Embedded Photo-Voltaic Generation

Mahtab Zaerilolmani
Thesis Title: Investigation of a Hybrid Control Scheme for the Optimised Operation of a Virtual Power Plant

Roozbeh Zarei
Thesis Title: Developing Enhanced Classification Methods for ECG and EEG Signals
COMPANION OF THE UNIVERSITY

An honorary award conferred upon an individual who has contributed to the University or the wider community in a significant manner other than through education or research achievements.

2006

Mr Doug Thomas PSM
Retired. Former Victoria University Council Member

2016

Ms Kate Roffey
Director, City Economy, Innovation and Liveability, Wyndham City Council

Mr Vince Haining
Management Consultant, Vince Haining Consulting

Mr Bill Jaboor
Member, West of Melbourne Economic Development Alliance

Professor Rod Maddock
Vice-Chancellors Fellow, Victoria University

The Hon Lindsay Tanner
Chair, Mitchell Institute Advisory Board

Mr Rob Stary
Principal, Stary Norton Halphen

Ms Anne Barker
Chair, LeadWest

Associate Professor Alex Cockram
Chief Executive, Western Health

Mr Luke Beveridge
Senior Coach, Western Bulldogs

Mr Jim Williamson
Public Policy Consultant
HONORARY GRADUATES OF THE UNIVERSITY 1987–2017

1987
Dr Ke Li, HonDSc
Vice-President and
Vice-Director of the
Council of Beijing Institute of Physical Education

1989
Dr Harold Benjamin
Tribe, HonPhD
Former Footscray Technical
School Student and
President of Footscray
Institute of Technology
Council

1990
Dr Evan Herbert Walker,
HonDTech
Minister Responsible for
Post-Secondary Education

1991
Dr Howard Beanland,
HonDTech
Vice-Chancellor, Victoria
Interim and Acting
HonDUniv

1993
Tan Sri Dr Jeffrey
Cheah, HonDUniv
Chairman SungeiWay
Group of Companies,
Malaysia

1994
Dr Albert Reynolds,
HonLLD
Prime Minister of Ireland

1995
Dr Creighton Lee Burns
AO, HonDLit
Foundation Chancellor,
Victoria University of
Technology

1996
Dr Pamela Helen
Fullerton Melba, Lady
Vestey, HonMA
Patron, Melba
Conservatorium of Music

1997
Professor Fabio
Roversi-Monaco, HonLLD
Rettore Magnifico,
University of Bologna

1998
Sir Zelman Cowen, AK,
HonLLD
Distinguished Visiting
Professor

1999
Dr Sadie Stevens,
OAM, HonMA
Deputy Chancellor

2000
Dr Bertie Ahern, TD,
HonLLD
Prime Minister of Ireland

2001
The Hon. Dr Bob
Halverson, OBE,
HonLLD
Ambassador of Australia
to Ireland

2002
His Excellency Dr
Richard O’Brien,
HonDLitt
Ambassador of Ireland to
Australia

2003
His Excellency Dr Kay
Rala Xanana Gusmão,
HonLLD
President of the Democratic
Republic of Timor-Leste

2004
Dr Joy Shi Mei-Chun,
HonDEng
President, Hong Kong
Institute of Technology

2005
Dr Campbell Rose,
HonDUniv
Chief Executive, Western
Bulldogs Football Club

2006
Dr Peter Thomson,
HonDUniv
Director, Thomson Perrett
Golf Course Architects

2007
The Right Hon. the Lord
Octoberor, Dr John So,
HonDUniv
City of Melbourne

2008
Dr Fiona Myer,
HonDUniv
Chair, NGV Contemporary

2009
The Hon. Dr Ralph
Willis, HonDUniv
Chair, Western Chances

2010
Dr Ken Latta PSM,
HonDUniv
Chair of Harness Racing
Victoria; former CEO of
the Metropolitan Fire and
Emergency Services Board

2011
The Hon. Dr Michael
Ramos-Horta, HonDUniv
President of the Democratic
Republic of Timor-Leste

2012
The Hon. Dr Frank Hollis
Rivers Vincent, HonLLD
Adjunct Professor
(International Legal Education),
Provoat Sir
Zelman Cowen Centre and
Distinguished University
Fellow at Victoria
University

2013
Dr John Bertrand AM,
HonDUniv
President, Swimming
Australia

2014
The Hon. Dr Julia Gillard
MP, BA, LLB (Melb)
Chairwoman, Global
Partnership for Education

2015
Dr Peter Laver AM,
HonDUniv
Executive Chairman,
Mitchell Communications
Group

2016
Dr Elizabeth Lee,
HonDUniv
Senior Executive Director
Sunway Education Group

2017
Dr Peter Gordon HonLLD
Principal and Founder,
Gordon Legal
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